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Abstract
With quantum noise in the laser we mean those properties of the laser output that
are caused by the quantum nature of the electromagnetic field and of the material sys-
tems and reservoirs with which it interacts. It is shown that a fully quantum-mechanical
treatment of the laser can be formulated in a noise-source formalism, for which the
noise sources are operators. A definition is given for the Gaussian character of oper-
ators in an appropriate ensemble, and it is shown that the noise sources for the laser
are Gaussian. Special laser models are treated. In the first model we require that
the relevant relaxation time constants of the material be much smaller than those of
the field; in the second we drop this restriction. The final operator equations are
solved by means of a linearization approximation that is only justified for operation
points "sufficiently" above threshold. In the first model we take the quantum nature of
the field above threshold (or equivalently the commutator of certain noise-source oper-
ators) consistently into account; in the second model we neglect these quantum effects.
The results are compared with the predictions of a "semiclassical" theory in which
classical equations contain noise sources that correctly represent properties of the
field below threshold.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This report will deal with quantum noise in the laser oscillator. We want to show
that a fully quantum-mechanical treatment of the laser can be formulated in a noise-
source formalism with the noise sources as operators. We shall show that the moments
of these noise sources have Gaussian properties. We then want to obtain solutions for
various moments of the variables of the electromagnetic field, in operation points both
below and above threshold.
1. 1 DEFINITION OF QUANTUM NOISE
With quantum noise in the laser we mean that we are dealing with those properties
of the output of the laser that are caused by the quantum nature of the electromagnetic
field and of the material system and the reservoirs with which it interacts. It is neces-
sary to give a fully quantized treatment of the laser. This report differs from most other
theories of lasers, which treat the electromagnetic field classically. With these theories
one uses a self-consistent approach in which the electromagnetic field enters as a
c-number variable into the quantum-mechanical material equations, and the material
enters into the classical Maxwell's equations as a c-number polarization. This polari-
zation is the expectation value of the polarization operator of the material. In this
procedure one loses the quantum noise caused by the quantum nature of both the electro-
magnetic field and the material. These theories are thus clearly unacceptable for our
purposes.
The output of the laser field is characterized by various moments of the field
variables. The most important moments in which we are interested are the first-order
Glauber function G1 , the second-order Glauber function G2 , the expectation value of the
field commutator, and the correlation function of the photon number. If we consider
single-mode operation of the laser oscillator, and if we call a+ and a the creation and
annihilation operators of that mode, then we define these functions as
G1 (T) = <a+(t+T)a(T)> (1)
G2 (T) = <T+[a + (t)a + (t+-)] T[a(t+T)a(t)]> (2)
<[a(t+T), a+(t)]> (3)
G2(T) = <n(t+T)n(t) >, (4)
where T is a time-ordering operator that puts the later time first, T+ is a time-ordering
operator that puts the earlier time first, and n is the photon number operator a +a. Note
that
G1(0) = n(t)> (5)
1
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G 2 (0) = GI(0) - G 1 (0). (6)
Physical interpretation in quantum mechanics deals with the interpretation of moments
(of Hermitian operators). It is always possible to give to a specific moment either a
classical field or a classical particle interpretation. It is not always possible to give
a single classical interpretation to several moments. We shall show, for instance, that
G 1(T) and G2 (T) in the steady state below threshold can be interpreted by means of a
classical field in a high-Q cavity driven by Gaussian noise sources, the second-order
moments of which account for spontaneous emission and Nyquist noise. We shall show
that G1(0) and G[(T) below threshold can be best interpreted by means of a classical-
particle theory in which the photon number is linearly attenuated and is driven by spon-
taneous emission and thermal excitations and restricted to integer values. This
restriction gives rise to shot noise in GI(T). Above threshold one can neglect the spon-
taneous emission and thermal drives, and the most important remaining source of noise
in GI(T) is the shot noise associated with the restriction of n (and also of the inversion
of the material) to integer values.
These remarks make it clear why we prefer to use the general name "quantum noise"
for those noise properties of the laser output which are caused by the quantum nature of
the electromagnetic field and the material. Only when we consider specific moments and
operation points, shall we interpret the noise as spontaneous-emission noise or shot
noise, or as combination of both.
1. 2 ARGUMENTS FOR OPERATOR NOISE-SOURCE FORMALISM
Until recently, the quantized treatment of the laser has been restricted to the laser
amplifier and the laser oscillator below threshold. These are linear devices and their
quantum description leads to a set of linear operator equations that can relatively easily
be solved. From the solutions one can derive, for given initial conditions, various
moments of the field and of the photon number, at a single timel or at different times.
These results have been rederived from "equivalent classical models." 2 By this
one means a set of classical equations that leads to the same moments as the quantum
treatment. The justification for the equivalent model pre-supposes the knowledge of the
results of the quantum treatment. It appears remarkable that two entirely different cal-
culations lead to the same result. We therefore suspected that it would be possible to
reformulate the quantum equations in such a way that they would resemble formally the
equations of the equivalent classical model and that the method for solving the former
would be in step-by-step analogy with the method for solving the latter. The part played
by the equivalent model would then be to suggest the technique for solving the quantum
problem.
For the linear laser device the equivalent model leads to the solution of a set of linear
differential equations for the field variables driven by noise sources. We therefore
suspect that a quantum analogue to a classical noise source should exist. We shall call
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it an "operator noise source." Furthermore, the classical noise sources are Gaussian
processes. We expect that the operator noise source would be a "Gaussian operator
process."
For the linear laser device the moments of the field variables were originally derived
through various methods by several authors1 and the operator noise-source approach
would therefore only add a new method for deriving the field moments to the many
already existing methods. For the laser oscillator above threshold, which is a nonlinear
device, no quantum solution existed. Haus 3 has considered a simple laser model and
has derived the semiclassical field equation for this model (Van der Pol equation). He
inserted the noise source of the equivalent linear problem into this equation as a driving
source. He supposed that this driven equation was an equivalent classical model of the
quantum model. It was impossible to prove that it really was equivalent because no
quantum solution existed. He solved this equation for the amplitude and phase fluctuations
of the laser field. Experiments 4 have confirmed the correctness of the results for the
amplitude fluctuations within approximately 107o. This suggests that it should be pos-
sible to give a quantum formulation that is a step-by-step analogue of the "equivalent"
model. This formulation and solution would then constitute a theoretical proof of the
results of Haus.3 It is the purpose of this report to show that such a formulation exists
and to solve it for the phase and amplitude fluctuations or, expressed more correctly,
for the first-order and second-order Glauber functions. 5 We shall then try to obtain
noise-source formulations for more general models than the one considered by Haus. 3
1.3 OUTLINE
In Section II we describe the variables and Hamiltonians of the four systems that are
essential in any laser model, the field system and its reservoir (loss reservoir), and
the material system and its reservoir. We also describe the coupling between these
systems.
In Section III, we show that the concept of operator noise sources exists for the linear
laser device, and, by means of this noise-source formulation, results can be obtained
for second-order moments of the field variables in the steady state of the laser oscil-
lator below threshold.
In Section IV, we introduce and discuss the concept of operators that are Gaussian
in an appropriate ensemble. We apply these concepts to obtain results for higher order
moments of the field variables in the steady state of the laser oscillator below thresh-
old. We give physical interpretations to some of these results.
In Section V we give a noise-source formulation for the laser oscillator above thresh-
old. We restrict ourselves to the laser model of the original theory of Haus. 3 Our
results contain corrections to Haus' results which are too small to have been detected
experimentally. 4
In Section VI we give a sufficiently general noise-source formulation of the inter-
action of a many-level system with appropriate reservoirs. We apply this formulation to a
3
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more general model for the laser oscillator above threshold. We solve this formulation
by means of an approximation method that neglects certain "quantum" corrections. This
procedure is qualitatively justified through the results of Section V. We give physical
interpretations.
In Section VII we discuss the relationship between moments of the field in the laser
cavity and moments of the field in the laser beam. The proof of these results will be
found in the thesis on which this report is based.
In Section VIII we summarize and interpret our main results. We compare our
methods and results with those of other authors.
In Appendix A we explain the method by which we obtained correlation functions in
the steady state of a set of linear (operator) equations. In Sections V and VI we use a
linearization approximation. Although the quantum-mechanical consistency of this
approximation has not yet been proved in a fully satisfactory way, one can obtain an
estimate of the "linearization errors" by solving the "semiclassical" equations of the
original theory of Haus 3 by means of the Volterra-kernel method for nonlinear-feedback
systems driven by Gaussian noise sources. The results of this method are summarized.
They show that the linearization approximation is completely unacceptable in the imme-
diate neighborhood of threshold but becomes rapidly very good somewhat above threshold.
In Appendix C we show under which conditions and how one can transform a special
type of operator equations to the Langevin form. The techniques developed in this
Appendix will be used throughout this report; they form an essential part of the noise-
source formulation given in section 6. 3. Finally, in Appendix D we analyze a loaded
LC circuit. We often refer to such a circuit throughout this report.
1.4 RELATED WORK
Glauber 5 and Kelley and Kleiner 6 explained the importance of Glauber functions in
photocounting experiments. They do not attempt to calculate Glauber functions for
specific sources of radiation. We are interested in a specific source, i. e., the laser
oscillator below and above threshold.
We first mention the relevant work on noise in laser models, in which the relaxation
times of the material are much smaller than the cavity relaxation time. A quantum anal-
ysis of the laser amplifier and laser oscillator below threshold is given by Louisell.1
Equivalent models for these linear devices have been discussed by Haus and Mullen. 2
These models are extended by Haus to the laser oscillator above threshold; however,
without proof of the "equivalence" of the model. 3 His theory has been the basis for the
interpretation of photon counting experiments on the He-Ne laser, performed by Freed
and Haus. 4 ' 7 They discuss extensively the behavior of intensity fluctuations (or second-
order Glauber function) as a function of operation points; we shall not repeat these dis-
cussions. As we have mentioned, these results are rederived, proved, and eventually
corrected by means of the operator noise-source formulation in Sections III, IV, and V.
Shimoda, Takahasi, and Townes discussed an equivalent model for intensity
4
fluctuations in the laser below threshold, based on rate equations and shot noise.8
McCumber extended this model to the laser oscillator above threshold; however, with-
out proof of the equivalence of his model. 9 His results contain Haus' results for the
intensity fluctuations, but describe also the effect of finite relaxation time of the
inversion. The validity of rate equations requires the assumption of very large material
linewidth. He discusses extensively the behavior of intensity fluctuations as a function
of operation points and relaxation times. These discussions will not be repeated in this
report.
The operator noise-source formulation of a laser model with no restrictions on the
various relaxation times, requires first an operator noise-source formulation of the
interaction between a many-level system and appropriate reservoirs. Such a formulation
is given by Lax, 1 0 and Haken and Weidlich. 11 They essentially assume that the second-
order moments of the noise sources are proportional to Dirac functions. By choosing
specific models for the reservoirs, more exact but less general derivations are given
by Sauermann,1Z and ourselves (in Section VI of this report). We believe that our der-
ivation is more general than Sauermann's. We also discuss phenomenological models.
Lax applies his results to obtain the phase fluctuations (first-order Glauber function)
of the laser oscillator. 13 A joint publication with Lax on intensity fluctuations has been
announced by McCumber. 9 Haken applied his formalism to obtain results for intensity
and phase fluctuations. 4 Our results in Section VI agree with Haken's results. These
results prove, among other things, the "equivalence" of McCumber's model. 9 Earlier
results of Haken are not completely correct. 15
Other methods from the operator noise-source formulation are used by
Korenmann,l6 and Scully, Lamb, and Stephen.l7 In Section VIII we briefly discuss their
methods. They obtained results for the phase fluctuations.
The noise-source formulations constitute a linearization approximation that is only
justified sufficiently above threshold. An approach based on the Fokker-Planck equation
and that can be used through the threshold region has been discussed, in a semiclassical
context, by Hempsteadt and Lax,1 8 and by Risken. 19 Schmid and Risken have announced
a forthcoming paper on the quantum analysis based on the Fokker-Planck equation. 2 0
These approaches will not be discussed in this report.
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II. QUANTUM FORMALISM
We shall now describe the quantum formalism for the various interacting systems
that constitute a laser. The Hamiltonian and the Heisenberg equations of motion derived
here will be used throughout this report.
2. 1 INTERACTING SYSTEMS
The four systems that are essential to any laser model are the field system, the
material system, the field reservoir (loss system), and the material reservoir. Through-
out this report we shall restrict ourselves to a field system consisting of one mode of the
(closed) laser cavity. Its resonance angular frequency will be denoted o 0 . The material
system consists of a large number, N, of many-level systems. We shall call each many-
level system a particle. It consists, in fact, of one electron in a molecule or ion. We
distinguish the various particles by the index j. We suppose that in each particle j there
is one level pair with a resonance angular frequency, wj, either equal or close to w0 .
These two levels are dipole coupled to the field mode. The field reservoir (loss system)
consists of a set of harmonic oscillators that are coupled to the field mode, and are
initially in thermal equilibrium. The material reservoir is coupled to the material sys-
tem. It causes pumping, nonradiative decay, and randomization of the material system.
We shall assume weak coupling among the various systems. This allows us to write
all interaction Hamiltonians in the rotating-wave approximation, that is, double-frequency
terms are neglected. We shall work in the Heisenberg formalism in which the equation
of motion of an arbitrary operator O is given by
dO 1
dt [Oih (7)
where H is the Hamiltonian. We shall often eliminate the natural time dependence of
operators, usually without changing the notation for the new slowly time-variant oper-
ators.
2. 2 FORMALISM FOR THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
If the field mode is coupled to no other system, its space-time dependence is
governed by Maxwell's equations
aH 3E
curl E = - -; curl H = E -at . (8)
We set
E = (ho/26)/1/ 2 e(r) i[a(t)-a+(t)] (9a)
H = (hl/2) 1/2 h(r) [a(t)+a+(t)], (9b)0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~(5
6
where the mode functions e(r) and h(r) obey
curl e(r) = )0 N/oh(r); div e(r) = 0; S
cav.
curl h(r) = w0 o e(r); div h(r) = 0; av.
If we substitute Eqsav.
If we substitute Eqs. 9 in Eqs. 8, we obtain
-
e(r) · e(r) dr =1
h(r) · h(r) dr = 1.
da(t) da' (t)
dt =-ica(t); dt = ioa (t).
These equations can be derived from the Hamiltonian Hf
Hf Tiw a a= av 2 EE + H ) dr -2 ho ( 0)
cav.
where the operators a and a+ are Hermitian conjugate (h. c.) operators that obey the
commutation relations
[a,a+]= 1;[a, a] = [a+ a+] = 0 (11)
The operators a+, a, and a+a = n are the creation, annihilation, and photon number oper-
ators of the cavity mode. For other properties we refer to Louisell's work. 1
2.3 FORMALISM FOR A MANY-LEVEL SYSTEM
We shall now use the second quantization formalism for a single system as developed
by Lax.2 1 If a+ and a. create and annihilate the system in the energy eigenstate i>,
1 1
then the properties of the operators
s.i = aa =i>< (12)
can be summarized as
s..s . s s = s.6 6 . 6 6 . (13)1J kl ... mn pq Siq k -m np
Y s.. = 1 (14)
i 11
If i is different from j, then sij is the transition operator from level
i equals j, then sii is the population operator of level i. If we denote
of level i, then the Hamiltonian of the many-level system is given by
H = Z2 s. = h.s.. 
i 1 1 1
and when the system is not coupled to any other system, the equation of motion of sij is
7
j into
by h i
level i; if
the energy
(15)
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ds ij(t)
- i0..s... (16)dt isj (6)
Here we have set oij = i-2 , with wij > 0 when level i is above level j; with wij < 0
1
when i is below j; and with ij = 0 when i = j.
If -q is the electronic charge, and r the position operator of the electron in the
many-level system, then the polarization operator is given by
P = z i><i[-qrj><j = ijsij
i,j
1ij= <il-qr j>.
We have said that the material system consists of a large number of such many-
level systems (particles) and that in each particle (j) there is a level pair that has a
resonance angular frequency wj close to wo. For this level pair of particle j we shall
use the following notation:
j = (s 12); P (s 2 1 ); pj = (s 2 2 -s 11 )j; qj = (22+sl)j (17)
where 12> or I+ > is the upper level and I1> or I-> the lower level (Fig. 1). The oper-
ator p lifts the electron from the lower level to the upper level; pj does the opposite.
The operator pj is the population-difference
operator; its expectation value is positive if the
k' population of the level pair is inverted. The
operator qj is the population-sum operator; it
k is the identity operator for a strictly two-level
system. We can always choose the phase of the
r 1 2> OR | +> states 1 > and 12 > such that
IP I> OR jt-
II> OR I->
Fj= <1l-qrl2>= <2|-qr Il>=real, (18)
so that the polarization operator for this level
pair is
P. = ,,.(nt+o&-. - 19
Fig. 1. Many-level system j. - j 'J/ '
Since Eq. 16 shows that p+ has a positive fre-
quency dependence, we shall also say that pt is proportional to the positive-frequency
component of the polarization operator; p is proportional to the negative-frequency
component of the polarization operator.
We assume that the coupling of these particular level pairs of the various particles
to the field mode is described by the interaction Hamiltonian
Hfm = i Z Kj(ap-pj a) (20
8
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where the coupling constant Kj is given by
Kj =-E (hwo'/) / j e(rj), (21)
and r. is the position of the jth particle. This interaction Hamiltonian is nothing else
but the rotating-wave and long-wavelength approximation of the Hamiltonian (- Pj- E).
In order to make the description of the material system complete, we must specify
the initial state in which it is before being coupled to the field mode, that is, the equi-
librium state which it reaches through interaction with the material reservoir alone. We
shall assume that in this equilibrium state the various particles j are independent of
each other, and the special level-pair of particle j that will interact with the field mode
has a probability p+ of being in the upper state and a probability p_ of being in the lower
state. (These p are assumed to be independent of j.) We shall introduce
(22)pm = P/(+-P_); pj() > = p- p
so that
(23)p = <pj(0) >(l+Pm); p_ = <pj() >m
2.4 LOSS SYSTEM
The loss system will consist of an infinite number of harmonic oscillators, contin-
uously, uniformly, and symmetrically distributed around oo over an infinitely wide band-
width, with a density L per unit angular frequency (Fig. 2a). A particular harmonic
aL ()
aL
(a)
l
I
I
I + D
I
I
8
aL(8)
8
(b)
Fig. 2. Spectrum of loss system. (a) Uniform spectrum. (b) Nonuniform spectrum.
oscillator will be denoted by the index j, and its resonance angular frequency by j.
we eliminate natural time dependence, it will be useful to introduce
j = W -o'
9
If
(24)
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The assumption of a continuous spectrum of the loss system allows us to set
iv . sL d6.., (25)
J
where the integral is over the whole spectrum. A particularly important summation is
Z exp(i6.t). The assumption of a uniform and symmetrical spectrum over an infinitely
J 
wide bandwidth around co leads to
o
i6 .t
e J = 2 L6(t), (26)
J
where 6(t) is the Dirac delta function, with the property
rE n0 1
6(t) dt =i 6(t) dt = , (27)
-E
where E is an infinitely small positive number.
If the operators b+ and b are the creation and annihilation operators of the j har-
J 3
monic oscillator, then the Hamiltonion of the loss system is given by
HL = hjb bj, (28)L
with
bjbbj], = jj ;[b bj= ll b,bj 0. (29)
We shall assume that the coupling of the loss system to the field mode is described by
the interaction Hamiltonian
HfL = z hxj(a+bj+b+a) (30)
where X. is a real number independent of j. Louisell has accepted this Hamiltonian to
J 1
describe coupling of the field mode to spin waves inside the cavity. In the thesis on
which this report is based, we have shown that the coupling of the cavity mode to the
outside space is also described by this interaction Hamiltonian; the operators bj, b are
then the amplitudes of an artificially closed outside-space cavity. We shall assume that
the loss system consists only of outside-space modes.
In order to make the description of the loss system complete, we must specify the
initial state in which it is launched at t = 0. We shall suppose that this initial state is
the thermal equilibrium state at temperature TL. We introduce
10
,L= [exp(hwo/kTL)-1] ' =<b(O)bj(O> (31)
<bj(O)b (0) = 1 + (32)
For reasons of completeness, we mention the implications of a continuous, non-
uniform and unsymmetrical spectrum with a wide but finite bandwidth, B = 1/vL (Fig. 2b).
If L(6) is the density function, then
it =S"L(L e i6t
E = L(6 ) et d6 = ZruL(t), (33a)
J
where uL(t) is a function sharply peaked around t = 0, with
uL(t) dt = -O- L) 0 d +
uL(t) dt = 2 crL(O) + 2-rr d
L
TL uL(t) dt = (L(O) 33b)
L
These remarks will suffice to extend some of our derivations to the case in which the
loss reservoir introduces also frequency shifts.
2.5 MATERIAL RESERVOIR
As we have said, the coupling of the material reservoir to the material system
causes pumping, nonradiative decay and randomization of the material system. These
effects will usually be described in a phenomenological way. For instance, in Section III
the effect of the material reservoir is taken into account through a single approximation
in the equations of motion. In Section V the effect of the reservoir is taken into account
by assuming that the particle j interacts freely with the field mode for some time tj, is
then taken out of the system and replaced by a new particle whose initial state is
specified. Only in Section VI shall we adopt, by way of an example, a specific model for
the reservoir and its coupling to the material system. We shall assume that each level
pair of each particle j is coupled to its own set of harmonic oscillators that are dis-
tributed around the resonance frequency of that level pair in the same way as that dis-
cussed in section 2. 4. At launching time the harmonic oscillators are in an equilibrium
state (which is not necessarily the thermal equilibrium state).
Because of various treatments of the material reservoir in this report, we shall not
give more details now. In general, the Hamiltonian of the material reservoir and its
11
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interaction Hamiltonian with the material system will be denoted by HR and HmR.
2. 6 HAMILTONIAN OF THE INTERACTING SYSTEMS
We shall summarize the results for the four interacting systems (Fig. 3): the field
mode (a, a+); the material system consisting of N many-level systems (particles) of which
LOSS SYSTEM
OUTSIDE- CAVITY MODES)
FIELD SYSTEM
LASER CAVITY MODE)
MATERIAL SYSTEM
AIZATION,
:AY
MATERIAL RESERVOIR
Fig. 3. Interacting systems.
two levels of each particle j (pj, pj, pj, qj) interact with the field mode; the set of har-
monic oscillators (bjb+) of the loss system (modes of the outside space); and materialj, j
reservoir. The Hamiltonian of the total system is given by
H = h a a + (iosii)j + Z hlijbbj + H R
+ Z iiKj(a+pj-p+a) + ij (a+b.+b+a + Hj j \J / mR'. (34)
The properties of all these operators are described by Eq. 11, 13, 17, and 29.
If we disregard for the moment the effect of the material reservoir, we obtain
for the Heisenberg equations of motion
12
 
___ 

da(t)
dt = -iwoa(t) + Kjp(t) -
J
dpj(t)
dt = -iojpj (t) + pj(t) a(t);
Z iXjbj(t);
J
and Hermitian conjugate
and Hermitian conjugate
dt= -- zt.KjFpt(t)a(t)+a+(tp(t)  -
dqj(t)
dt - 0
dbj(t)
dt - -ijbj(t) - ixja(t); and Hermitian conjugate.
These equations constitute the basis of subsequent sections.
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III. OPERATOR NOISE SOURCES FOR THE INHOMOGENEOUSLY
BROADENED LASER BELOW THRESHOLD
We have already explained why we expect that for some quantum problems a technique
should exist that is analogous to the classical noise-source technique. We shall now
actually prove the existence of such a technique for a simple laser model operating below
threshold. We shall introduce the concept of operator noise source. We shall restrict
ourselves to first-order and second-order moments; in Section IV we shall extend the
operator noise-source technique to higher order moments.
3. 1 LASER MODEL
We describe a laser model by making the following assumptions about the three
essential systems: (i) the field oscillates in a single mode of the closed laser cavity
with resonance angular frequency wo; (ii) the material system is inhomogeneously
broadened with a frequency-independent line shape, that is, the two-level systems have
resonance frequencies that are distributed symmetrically and uniformly around Co over
an infinitely large range; (iii) the loss system also has a frequency-independent line
shape. The inversion of the material and the loss are such that the laser operates below
threshold. We assume also that there are so many harmonic oscillators in the loss sys-
tem and so many two-level systems in the material systems that summations over the
index j (over the individual oscillators) can always be replaced by integrals over their
resonance angular frequencies wj. Finally, we assume that the coupling constants K.
and kj are independent of j, so that they can be denoted K and . We shall mention the
conditions under which a less idealized laser model will lead approximately to the same
results as this idealized model.
This model is described by Eqs. 35-39. The laser mode has a resonance angular
frequency oo. The resonance angular frequencies wj cover an infinitely large range.
We introduce
6j = j - o (40)
which has the range (-oo,+oo). We first eliminate the natural time dependence of the oper-
ators, that is, we make the substitutions
-i t -ia)t -i t0 J -
a(t) - a(t) e ; p (t) - p (t) e -;b (t) - b(t) e J; and Hermitian conjugate. (41)
Note that we retain the same notation for the new, slowly time-variant operators. The
equations of motion for these new operators are
-it _ -t
(d/dt)[a(t)] = Kjp (t) e J - ijbj (t) e J ; and Hermitian conjugate (42)
J j
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i6jt
(d/dt)[ p(t) = Kjpj(t) a(t) e ; and Hermitian conjugate (43)
i6.t -i+.
(d/dt)[pj(t)] = -2Kj p(t)a(t) e j +a (t)p (t) e J (44)
i6.t
(d/dt) b (t) = -iXja(t) e J ; and Hermitian conjugate. (45)
The system is launched at t = 0. At that time each two-level system of the material
system is assumed to be in an equilibrium state characterized by a probability p+ of
being in the upper state and a probability p of being in the lower state. We have
()>= P+- P_; = [P (°) ]0 = 0, (r=1, 2)
P (0) () = P+= <pj(0) (+pm)
p(0) P(O)>= P =<Pj(0)>pm
P = [(P+/p )-1]-I (46)
At launching time t = 0, the loss system is assumed to be in thermal equilibrium at tem-
perature T L . We have
<[bj(0) = ib(0) >0, (r=1, 2)
<bj (0) b(0) = [exp(h0/kTL)-1]- = L (cjo)
bj) ()b(0> = 1 + L (47)
Different two-level systems or harmonic oscillators are independent at t = 0.
It is generally agreed that for operation points "sufficiently" below threshold, one
may replace the time-dependent operator pj(t) in Eq. 43 by the constant c-number <pj(0)>.
We can then omit Eq. 44, while Eqs. 42, 43, and 45 become a set of linear operator
equations. They have been solved by other authors. 1 It is not our task to justify this
approximation. We shall adhere to it, but solve these linear operator equations by means
of the noise-source formalism without making additional approximations. Our technique
is thus as approximate as those previously given.
3.2 OPERATOR NOISE-SOURCE FORMULATION
We replace the differential equations 43 and 45 by the integral equations
15
j (t) = p() + j pj(0) a(t') e
t i5.t'
b (t) = b (0) - ja(t') e J dt';5 it
i6 .t'
J dt'; and Hermitian conjugate
and Hermitian conjugate.
Equation 42 can thus be replaced by
-i6t - -ib.t ,t
(d/dt)[a(t)] = Kjpj(O) e iJ b (O) e +
i i
X a(t') dt' - \ > . e J
i
3 2 K(jO))
i
-i6j(t-t')
e
a(t') dt'; and Hermitian conjugate.
(48b)
We now use the assumptions
over 6. Thus
J...
J
that the summations over j can be replaced by integrals
(e L or O-m) d ... , (49)
and that the line shapes K2 <p(O)) m and XkrL are independent of 6. The quantities L
and crm are the density of oscillators per unit angular frequency for the loss system and
the material system. The last two terms on the right-hand side of Eq. 48b can then be
written
St~ ~ ~ 0 dtm
a(t') dt' -co
t +r t'
- a(t') dt'
O -~~~oo
K2 (p(O)) m e -i6(t-t ') d6
.2 e-i6(t-t') d5\ L d . (50)
Using the properties of the Dirac delta function 6(t) (do not confuse it with the angular
frequency 6), we obtain
oo
S 0
K2 p(0)) om ei6(t - t ) d6 = K (p(O)) emZ 6,t(t-tt = 2yb(t-t')
2 e-i6(t-t') d = 2LZrt(t- t ')= 2(t-t '),L e dLcL r r ~ ~ t (51)
where the Dirac delta function (t) must be interpreted as a completely symmetric
function of t. That is,
5 6(t) dt = 1/2; T 6(t) dt =1.
O _e~~
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(48a)
From Eqs. 48b, 50 and 51 we finally obtain
(d/dt)[a(t)] + (-y) a(t) = x(t)
(d/dt)[a+(t)]+ ( -y) a+(t) = x+ (t), (52)
where
(t_ -iS.t it =_x X
j j
x +(t) = K p(0) e J + ib(0) e = x+ (t) + xL(t). (53)
j j
The operator equations (52) have been obtained from the original equations (42), (43),
and (47) by eliminating the unknown variables of the material and loss systems at t. The
operators x (t) are expressed in terms of material-system and loss-system variables
that refer to states with known properties. This has the following consequences. First,
the moments of x (t) in principle can be calculated. Second, the first-order moments of
x±(t) in particular are zero. If we thus should set the left-hand side of Eqs. 52 equal
to zero, we would obtain the form of the equations for the first-order moments <a(t) >
and <a+(t) >. Third, the second-order moments of x (t) are not all zero. Therefore,
the second-order moments of a(t) and a+(t) will obey equations that are different from
the equations of the first-order moments, because of the presence of x (t) and x +(t) in
Eqs. 52.
Equations 52 have all of these characteristics in common with the equations for
classical systems driven by Langevin noise sources. We shall therefore call x (t) and
x+(t) "operator Langevin noise sources," or simply "operator noise sources."
3.3 SOLUTION FOR FIRST-ORDER AND SECOND-ORDER MOMENTS
We shall now solve Eqs. 52 for the first-order and second-order moments of
the field variables a(t) and a+(t), in the steady state of the laser oscillator below
threshold ( >y). We use a technique, developed in Appendix A, which is formally
analogous to the techniques used to solve classical linear equations driven by noise
sources with known moments. This technique leads to unique solutions if the sys-
tem is stable and second-order moments stay finite for the time difference going
to infinity. We first need the moments of the noise sources. Form Eqs. 46, 47,
and 53 we obtain
17
<XL(t)> = <Xm(t)> xL(t)> =ixm(t)j]= 0; and Hermitian conjugate
KXL(t+T) xL(t)= k2 +(0) bj(0> ej
< (t+T) x(t)> = <p7(0) p (O)> e (54)
Again replacing Z by f rd6 and using the assumption of frequency-independent line
shape, we obtain 
<xL(t+T) xL(t> = 2 1piL(T). (55a)
In the same way, we prove
<xL(t+T) xL(t)> = 2(13L) 6(T) (55b)
<Xm(t+T ) xm(t 2(l+) 6() (55c)
(<m(t+T) m(t>) = 2 YPm6(T). (55d)
Finally, the material-noise sources are uncorrelated with the loss-noise sources,
and therefore
<x +(t+T) x (t)> = [2y(1+p M )+2[pL 6 (T)
<x (t+T) x (t)> [2yP +2( pPL ) 6 (T)
x-(t+T) x+ ( t ) - x+ (t) x-(t+T)> = 2(i-y) 6(T). (56)
The noise sources thus have a "white" spectrum. This feature and the deterministic
character of 1± and y are consequences of the frequency-independent line shapes of the
material and loss systems. We use the following notation
uv(T) = <u(t+T) v(t) >
~[U, V](T) = <U(t+T) v(t) -v(t) u(t+T) >, (57)
where u and v are arbitrary operators in a steady-state ensemble. We find from
Eqs. 52 for the first-order moments in the steady state
<a(t) > = <a+(t)> = 0. (58)
To find the second-order moment a+a(T) we cross-multiply Eqs 52:
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a (t+T) da(t) da(t /a+ (t+) 2 +
dt dt + (fY) (t+T) dt + Y) dt a(t+ (G-y) (t+T) a(t
= <x (t+T) x (t
and use the technique of Appendix A to obtain
2
_~ + (T) + (- ¢y) + (T) = ¢ + (T).
a a a a x x
The unique solution of this equation, which stays finite for T - co, is
G1(T ) = + (T) =p [ + )+ F Y L e(IY)l (59a)
In an analogous way, we find
[_Y .L ] - (-Y) T|
+(T) = -- P + - (i+ L) e (59b)
aa I
[a, a+ (T) = exp[-(I±-y) T (59c)
qaa(T) + ) = 0. (59d)a a
From these moments one can derive other useful moments. If we define the voltage as
V(t) = iCv a(t) e -a+(t) e (60)
where Cv is an appropriate normalization constant, then we find
21 F 1(1/2) <V(t+T) V(t) + V(t) V(t+T) > = C v ( + +(T) aa cos W
=C v -iy(+ (2+pL)] e ( -Y) cos WoT. (61)
Results (59) and (61) can be rederived from an equivalent classical model described by
da+
r.v. + +
dt + (-Y)a v. x= ; and complex conjugate, (62)dt r. v. r. V.
where the variables are now classical random variables (denoted r. v.) instead of oper-
ators, that is, all commutators are zero. These equations can again be solved by the
techniques of Appendix A. The results for the field moments depend, of course, on the
assumptions that we make for the noise-source moments. If we want to rederive the
results (59a) we must postulate
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<;. v.(t+) X. v.(t r. v(t) x+ v(t+t> = [2y(1+Pm)+2ZPL] 6(r) (63)
This is the so-called linear power noise source. If we want to rederive results (61) we
must postulate
<x+ (t+T)x;. v(t > =;- v(t)x. v (t+T)> = 2(+ Pm)+ Z6 (++ PL)j (r). (64)
This is the so-called linear voltage noise source.
We have now shown that the concept of "operator noise source" can be defined and
leads to quantum techniques that are in step-by-step analogy with classical Langevin
techniques. We have derived first-order and second-order moments of the field vari-
ables. We have shown that equivalent classical models can be constructed which are
solved by classical Langevin techniques. Because these moments and these equivalent
models have been derived elsewhere, we did not consider it necessary to discuss these
results and these equivalent models here.
In our idealized laser model, we could replace Z ... by f dS6, and the material and
loss systems have frequency-independent line shapes. For a more realistic laser model,
we may replace Z by f dS in the material system if the inverse of the spacing in fre-
J
quency space between two neighboring oscillators is larger than the characteristic time
with which the pump restores the inversion; in the loss system, if this inverse spacing
is larger than the time since the system was launched. In the thesis on which this report
is based we have shown that if the loss system is outside space, this inverse spacing is
infinitely large. Furthermore, the line shapes of the material and loss systems must
only be much broader than the "cold" -cavity bandwidth 2CZ(>2 y). If these line shapes are
symmetric with respect to the cavity resonance frequency o, then y and remain
real; otherwise they become complex, with the real and imaginary parts related by the
Kramers-Kronig relations. The moments of the noise sources depend only on the real
parts.
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IV. GAUSSIAN PROPERTIES OF MOMENTS OF OPERATORS
4. 1 INTRODUCTION
We have restricted ourselves, in Section III, to first- and second-order moments of
the noise source and field operators. The techniques were analogous to the techniques
used to derive correlation functions of the output of classical linear systems driven by
classical noise sources. For such systems it is possible to calculate higher order
moments of the output from the second-order moments, if the input is Gaussian because
the output is also Gaussian. One may expect that a quantum analogue to this classical
theorem exists. The first difficulty is that there is no definition for the Gaussian char-
acter of moments of operators. We shall first try to develop such a definition.
The experimentally important quantities of both quantum theory and classical random
theory are the moments of variables. In classical theory these moments can be calcu-
lated from the probability distribution function or from the characteristic function. The
expressions of these functions for Gaussian random variables are well known. The cor-
responding quantities in quantum mechanics are the density matrix and the character-
istic function. Moments of operators A1, A2,... are calculated from the density matrix
p by means of <A 1A2...> = tr(pA 1A 2 ... ). Such a calculation is not necessarily
formally analogous to the calculation of moments from a classical probability distri-
bution. (For certain cases such a formal analogy can be established, for example, in
the case that p,A 1 ,A 2, ... are diagonal in the same representation or in the case that
A1A 2... is a normally ordered product of boson creation and annihilation operators and
p has a Glauber p-representation. ) We shall not try, however, to establish a general
formal relationship of this kind. The relationship between characteristic functions
X(,i' 2' ' ' * ) = (exp(itlAl+i 2A 2+. .. ) and moments is complicated in quantum mechanics
through the commutation relations between A1A2,.... Again, we shall not try to
establish a general formal relationship with a classical characteristic function.
In classical random theory it is also possible to define Gaussian variables by the
relationship between their higher order moments and their second- and first-order
moments. It is this characteristic property of Gaussian variables which we shall try
to generalize to the quantum case. We can always restrict ourselves to operators with
zero expectation value (if <A> is different from zero, we shall consider A - <A>).
Because the order of factors in a moment is important in quantum mechanics, we expect
difficulties in trying to formulate this generalization. We have found it convenient first
to generalize the central limit theorem to quantum mechanics because its result will
suggest the appropriate definition of the characteristic Gaussian property of moments
of operators.
The proof that we give for the generalized central limit theorem is almost identical
to a similar proof for the classical case. The essential features of this proof and its
results, and the only aspect in which it differs from the classical proof and results will
be summarized in section 4. 1.
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Consider a set of operators {Xi}, each consisting of a sum of N-operators:
N
Xi= xij. (65)
j=l
Suppose that
[xixij, xij, xi xi,j]6jj, (66)
and that there exists an ensemble in which each operator xij has an expectation value
equal to zero, and in which these operators are independent of each other for different
j. Therefore
<Xi>= (67)
lxi2>= Xi j = <Xijxi j>. (68)
We consider the fourth-order moment
KXiXi 2 Xi3X i>= X x j xJ E (69)1 2 13 1 4ii 2j 3 j 3 3 4 4/
The expression between brackets on the right-hand side of Eq. (69) consists of a sum
of products. We can subdivide the N4 terms of this sum into 4-classes.
(i) Terms with four different j. Their expectation value is zero because of the inde-
pendence and zero expectation value assumption for the x... There are N(N-1)(N-2)(N-3)1J
such terms.
(ii) Terms with two and only two identical j. These can be subdivided in two sub-
classes: (a) terms with three different j. Their expectation value is zero because of
the independence and zero expectation value assumption. There are 6N(N-1)(N-2) such
terms. (b) terms with two different j (terms in which the j-indices occur in two pairs).
The two elements of one pair have the same j, the two pairs have different j. An ele-
ment of one pair commutes with and is independent of each element of the other pair;
the elements of the same pair do not necessarily commute. This part of the sum can
be written
Kx. .x.> i x,i4.+ xI.x. i <x .x\llJ 1 I/ \13 1J j3J/j ,j# 
+ <I l 4 > Ki .,x. .i (70)
+ iiJ t 3
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There are 3N(N-1) terms in this part of the sum.
(iii) Terms with three and only three identical j. The fourth factor of these terms
makes their expectation value equal to zero. There are 4N(N-1) such terms.
(iv) Terms with four identical j. Their contribution to Eq. 69 can be written
E Xix i xij i>) (71)
3 2 3 J 1
J
There are N terms of this type. The identity
N4 = N(N-1)(N-2)(N-3) + 6N(N-1)(N-2) + 3N(N-1) + 4N(N-1) + N, (72)
checks that we have enumerated all of the terms of Eq. 69. The only terms that are
different from zero are those of classes 2b and 4. These contributions can rewritten
+ XiXij XiXi4) x + < XiX j xi jxi3j
+ x x -xii1jxij) i3jxi4j)J J 1+ r/x. .. .x. .x. x. j L\ llJ 12J 13J 14J/ 1 2J/ 1J 14 /
- (Xijxi3 )(XijXi4j - KXi l jxi4J) (i 2 jxi3 j> (73)
Using Eq. 68, we find
(XilXi2 xi3 Xi4= (XilXi > KXi3Xi4)+ (ilXi3) KXi2 i 4
+ KXi 4) KXi2xi 3 ) + Z [Kxijxi 2jxi 3jxi 4j. x i <jx,
The result (74) is exacti 4. We shall now jxi4 > nvestijxi 3gate the consequences if N is very large.
The result (74) is exact. We shall now investigate the consequences if N is very large.
From (73), the first part of (74) consists of 3N 2 terms, and the second of 4N terms.
Thus far, we have made no other assumptions regarding the x.. than the independence
and zero expectation value assumption. We now make an additional order-of-
magnitude assumption, that is, we assume that any typical second-order moment
Xi jxi > is of order Ax, and any typical nth-order moment (xijX j.. . is of
\xYiJ '2 ~ ,,'j . X
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order (Ax)n/2 or smaller. We have not assumed that all operators xij have identical
moments for all possible j, but only that there is some simple order-of-magnitude
relation between them. We then find that
Xi 1 X.i X > X X iXiXi + X Xi . X. i\ 1 2 3 4 1 3 14 1 2
+ XilXi4) (X iXi3j][+0(1/N)]. (75)
For a third-order moment, we obtain in a similar way
(XilXi Xi3> xi ix i = O[N(Ax)3/z]
= (AX)3/2 0(1/ -N), (76)
where AX is the order of magnitude of a second-order moment of Xi . For an arbitrary
even moment, we find
... Xi ... Xi2 L Xi (77)
il . .. n > X X i) [I+0(1/N)], (77)
where 1I runs over a particular choice of pairs (n/2 factors) and runs over all pos-
sible choices of pairs [(n-1)(n-3)... 0 1 terms]. For an arbitrary odd moment we find
( X Xin = (1X) n / 0(1/J). (78)
We summarize the essential features of the proof and the result for an nth-order even
moment. The only feature in which the result (77) differs from the analogous classical
result is that the variables Xi and Xi when paired in the right-hand side of Eq. 77,
a
appear in the same order as in the left-hand side of Eq. 77. The main argument of the
proof is as follows. An nth-order even moment consists of the sum of Nn terms. These
terms are grouped in classes, with one and only one identical j, with two and only two
identical j, with three and only three identical j, and so forth. In these classes we dis-
tinguish the subclasses that are zero because of the independence and zero expectation
value assumptions regarding the x... The most important remaining subclass is the one
in which each j is paired to one other identical j. Because of the commutator assumption
(4. 2) we can rearrange the factors in each term so that pairs become neighboring ele-
ments, but one cannot change the order of the two elements of one pair; this is the only
aspect in which our proof differs from a classical proof. All other steps are exactly the
same as in the classical proof, in particular: (i) Z IH i Xi contains all of the
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[(n-i)(n-3). .. 1 N(N-).. . (N-- + 1) terms of this subclass and {(n-1)(n-3) ...
1 [Nn/2_N(N-1) ... (N--+ 1)} additional ones; the difference is clearly of order
(1/N) of II X i ; (ii) all other subgroups have (1/N) or (1/N ) terms less than
ai) av
Z ILKXiaXi. /
4.2 DEFINITIONS
We say that the moments of a set of operators {Xi} with zero mean have the "Gaussian
characteristic property" if for all even moments of order n(n=2, 4,... )
(Xil *Xi* *x ... xi X X i (79)
and if for all odd moments of order n(n=, 3,... )
Xi Xi 0, (80)
where 11 runs over a particular choice of pairs (n/2 factors) and Z runs over all possible
choices of pairs [(n-l)(n-3)... 1 terms]. Note that a particular pair in the right-hand
side of (79) occurs in the same order as in the left-hand side of (79).
If the operators X i depend on a parameter t, we call them operator processes Xi(t).
The moments of operator processes with zero mean have the Gaussian characteristic
property if
i(t). ia(ta).. Xi (tP). .. Xi (tn = i(t)Xi (t)>
i a · a
Xil ( tl) Xi (tn (81)
for n even and n odd, and for all possible choices of i 
. .. i n and tl,...t n
These definitions reduce to the classical definition if the variables X i or Xi(ti) com-
mute for all i and t i . Note that in the classical case the Gaussian moment expansion is
"characteristic" for Gaussian variables with zero mean, that is, it can be used as a
definition. In the classical case the order of factors in a moment has no importance.
We mention that the Gaussian moment expansion is a property of both the operators
and the ensemble. We shall use as equivalent expressions: (i) the moments have the
Gaussian property, and (ii) the operators are Gaussian in the ensemble.
4.3 THEOREM 1: HARMONIC OSCILLATOR IN THERMAL EQUILIBRIUM
The creation and annihilation operators of a harmonic oscillator are Gaussian in
the thermal equilibrium ensemble.
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Proof: The density matrix p and the Hamiltonian H are
exp(-H/kT) +
p = , H = wa a. (82)
tr [exp(-H/kT) ]
In the energy representation p has matrix elements
(n '~ exp(-Xn) -X -Xn
= oo ann, (l-e) e , (83)
Z exp(-Xn)
n=O
where
= (h/kT).
We consider operators consisting of a product of a certain number of factors a or a .
Such an operator with an unequal number of a's and a+'s has only off-diagonal matrix ele-
ments and its expectation value is zero. The statement also implies that all odd moments
are zero. Furthermore, all even moments with an unequal number of a's and a+'s are
zero, in particular, <(a)2) = (a+)Z) = 0. If we write out the expression (79) for these
moments, we see that both sides of the equation are zero (each term of the right-hand
side contains at least one factor ((a)2) or K(a+)2 )). These moments obey the Gaussian
requirement (79). The only moments for which we still have to prove the Gaussian
requirement are those with an equal number of a's and a+'s. We thus restrict ourselves
to such moments. The second-order moments are
00oo
<a+a = -e ) n en = (1-e - )(-d/dX)(1-e )
n=O
= (eX-l = 1 (84)
Kaa+) = 1 + p. (85)
Note that
(-d/dk)P = + 2 ; e = P(1-e ) (86)
The Gaussian requirement (79) for the higher order moments will be proved in three
steps.
Step 1: All normally ordered products obey (79). The proof uses the method of com-
plete induction. First, we have
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((a+)r+l (a) r+l) = (1-e - ) n(n-1)(n-2)... (n-r) eXn
n=O
(1-e- )(-d/dX)(-1-d/d)(-2-d/d\).. (-r-d/dX) (1-e ) 1
(1-e - ) (-r-d/dX)(-d/dX)(-1-d/d). .. (-r+1-d/d) (1-e-k) -
(-r-d/d) [(1-e) (-d/d\) (-1-d/dX)... (-r+ 1 -d/dX) (1 -e-) 1]
+ e (-d/d)(-1-d/dX)... (-r+1-d/d\)(1-e- )
and thus
(a)r+l(a) r+1 = (-r-d/d\) ((a+)r(a)r) + P ((a+)r(a)r.
Second, if
((a+)r(a)r) = r! r
then
r+l(a+)r+l(a)r+l = r(r!) r-l (p+p2) _ r(r!) r + (r!) p
= (r+l)! p
Third, since
(a+) l(a) ) = 1! 1
we have, by complete induction,
((a+)r(a)r = r= r! r = r! (a+a) )r (87)
If we now write the right-hand side of (79) for the normally ordered product (a +)r(a)
then we find that all terms of the Gaussian moment expansion are equal for this case.
Each term consists of a product of r factors (a+a) and is thus equal to (a+a) r; there
are r! such terms, that is, the number of pair choices a a. The Gaussian moment expan-
sion (79) leads also to (87).
Step 2: If the expectation value of one particularly ordered product A obeys the Gaussian
moment expansion, and if the expectation value of the product B formed from A by
dropping two neighboring creation and annihilation operators obeys also the Gaussian
moment expansion, then the expectation value of the product C formed from A by com-
muting these two neighboring creation and annihilation operators also obeys the Gaussian
moment expansion.
Indeed, from the Gaussian moment expansion of (A) and (B) follows
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<A)= (...a+a.. .) = a+a) <B) + l'<a+a or aa+)
where 1EII' runs over all choices of pairs in which the particular a and a + under con-
sideration are not paired; this 'NII' expression is not affected by the order of these a
and a+ . For the operator C we have
(C)=(..... aa ..... )
=a+a) B) + (B) + E 7 a+a or aa+)
=aa+ ) B + ' Ka+a or aa+)
The last equality expresses the Gaussian moment expansion of (C ).
Step 3: From Steps 1 and 2 follows the theorem by complete induction. First, Step 1
proves the Gaussian moment expansion of all normally ordered products. Second,
repeated application of Step 2 allows us first to prove the Gaussian moment expansion of
all fourth-order moments, then of all sixth-order moments, and so forth.
We illustrate this theorem by a few examples:
a+)r(a)r = r! P (88)
((a)r(a+)r) = r!(l+p)r (89)
a+aaa+) = (a+a) <aa+) + (a+a> Kaa+> = 2P(1+P)
4.4 THEOREM 2: CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM
We consider a set of operators Xi(N, X) that are the sum of N operators Xxij
N
Xi(N,.) = xij(90)
j=1
We suppose that in an appropriate ensemble the operators x.. have zero mean, are inde-
pendent of each other for different j's, and have nth-order moments xi j) all of
the same order of magnitude (Ax)n/Z or smaller. If we let N tend to infinity and X to
zero in such a way that
N
XXi i) xI Xiajxi P
j= 1
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stays finite, then the higher order moments of Xi obey in the limit the Gaussian moment
expansion (79) and (80).
This theorem follows immediately from Eqs. 77 and 78. It is a limit theorem. In
any real case N is finite so that the Xi are only "approximately" Gaussian in the above-
mentioned ensemble. We shall call these Xi Gaussian in that ensemble if they obey also
Theorems 3 and 4.
4.5 THEOREM 3: LINEAR SUPERPOSITION
"A set of linear combinations of operators that are Gaussian in an appropriate
ensemble, are Gaussian in that ensemble." This theorem is an immediate consequence
of the fact that the expectation value of a sum of operators is the sum of the expectation
values of the operators.
Proof: Consider the operators X i that are Gaussian in an appropriate ensemble, and con-
sider the linear combinations ui:
ui = i..X. = X. .X..
J
We have
=il a''' in
i J. X. X. .X. . . . X. . X.n
.... Xi Xj ... n
A <i ... X'nji Ep oXj )
E'~ T a a a 
Corollary. Integrals of operator processes that are Gaussian in an appropriate ensemble,
are Gaussian in that ensemble.
If
u(t) =, f(t') x(t') dt',
o
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then u(t) is in fact a linear combination of operators that are Gaussian in that ensemble.
4.6 THEOREM 4: GAUSSIAN OPERATORS DRIVING LINEAR SYSTEMS
The outputs of linear operator systems are operator processes whose moments have
the characteristic Gaussian property, if the moments of the initial output operators and
of the input operator processes have the characteristic Gaussian property. If the system
is stable and if we disregard transient solutions, then only the moments of the input oper-
ator processes must have the Gaussian property.
Proof: We consider first a linear system of the type
(d/dt)[u(t)] + su(t) = n(t), (91)
where s is a c-number, u(t) is the output operator process, and nu(t) is the input oper-
ator process. If u(0) is the initial output operator, then the differential equation (91) can
be replaced by the integral equation
-St t - s ( t- T ) d
u(t) = u(0) e + e n(T) dT . (92)
The corollary of Theorem 3 proves the Gaussian character of the output process u(t).
If Re (s) >0 (stable system) and if we restrict ourselves to times t where Re (st) >> 1,
we obtain
u(t) = e- s (t-T) nu(T) dT (93)
which proves the second part of Theorem 4.
Second, we consider a linear system of the type
(d/dt)[xi(t)] + aijxj(t) = nx (t) (i,j = 1,2 . . ., N), (94)
where a.. are c-numbers, and we have used the Einstein summation notation. By
diagonalizing Eqs. 94, we can reduce them to N equations of type (91). Multiply each of
the equations (94) with the numbers Xki and add. We obtain
(d/dt)(XkiXi) + Xkiai =kkinxi. (95)
The set of N homogeneous equations
kiaij= Skkj (j = 1, 2 . ., N) (96)
has a solution different from zero for each of the N roots s, .. s k,... sN of
det[aij-s6ij] = 0, (97)
where the root sk corresponds to the solution Xki(i, k= 1, .. , N).
If we put
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u k = kkiX i ; n kkinx, (98)
we obtain
(d/dt)uk + SkUk nuk (99)
From Eqs. 98 it follows that if xi(0) and nx (t) are joint Gaussian, then u k(0) and nu (t)
are joint Gaussian. From Eqs. 99 it follows that uk(t) are joint Gaussian. Because x i =
(-1)ik Uk it follows that the xi(t) are joint Gaussian.
Third, we consider linear systems that involve higher order derivatives of the output
processes. These can be easily reduced to systems of type (94) by appropriate substi-
dx dx dx du
tutions. For instance, d+ a-+ bx = n is equivalent to -u = 0, -d + au + bx = n.dt2 dt dt dt
4.7 APPLICATION: HIGHER ORDER MOMENTS OF THE FIELDS OF THE LASER
OSCILLATOR BELOW THRESHOLD
Equations (52) show that the laser oscillator is a stable linear system driven by oper-
ator noise sources. These noise sources are Gaussian processes in the ensemble to
which they refer. The noise sources xL(t) and xL(t) are Gaussian processes because
they are linear combinations of the set of creation and annihilation operators b (0) and
b (0); these refer to a thermal equilibrium ensemble and are independent of each other
J +
for different j. The noise sources xm(t) and xm(t) are Gaussian processes (and obey
Theorem 4) if there is a sufficiently large number of two-level systems in the minimum
bandwidth d6 of the measuring apparatus (note that the laser device acts as a linear filter
of width (y-pl) for these noise sources and that the laser field is presumably measured
by means of devices that contain linear filters of even much narrower width). For the
laser one may assume that this condition is fulfilled. Finally, the noise sources xt(t)
and xm (t) are independent so that x+(t) and x (t) are Gaussian processes.
According to Theorem 4, these Gaussian processes will drive the stable linear laser
to a Gaussian steady state. All higher order moments of a(t) and a+(t) can thus be
derived from the second-order moments given in Eqs. 59. In particular,
G2 (a, T) =a (t)a (t+T)a(t+)a(t
= a + (-T) a + (T) + a + (0) + (0), (100)
aa aa aa aa
where
Gl(a, 0) = + (0) = [Y(l+Pm)+pL]/(.-¥ ).- (101)
a a
For the relative photon number fluctuations we obtain
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G2 (T) - [G1() 2 1 [Y(l+pm) I] e12(I.)T. (102)
G 1 (0) - Y m_- L
This expression is identical with results derived by Haus 2 by means of equivalent clas-
sical circuits for the laser below threshold, or by others by means of quantum formal-
isms other than the operator noise-source formalism. In order to demonstrate the exact
correspondence, we introduce the Freed and Haus notation. We set
( L-Y) = O/Q' ; 2 = o/Q° ; 2y| = 0/IQj, (103)
where Q' is the "hot" cavity Q, Q is the "cold" cavity Q, and QOI is the quality factor
of the laser material when there is no saturation effect. We note that the average power
transmitted in the laser beam is
P = 2i oG 1(0) (104)
and that the Fourier spectrum of (1/a) exp(-aI T ) is given by
(1/2r) 5_ (1/a) e-alT e -iT dT = [(w 2 +a 2 )-1. (105)
_0o
Note, furthermore, that from Eq. 46 it follows that
1 + pm = p+/(P+-P-) (106)
The quantities y and Bm have always the same sign because y is proportional to p+ - p_.
We restrict ourselves to the case PL = 0. If we call p (w) the Fourier spectrum of
2 P(2Aw0)2 {G2(T)-[G1(0)]2}, then we obtain from (102)
o P21w o 
0 W (107)(1/w) P+P Q oIQO I 2 + (/Z (107)
This expression should be compared with expression (20) of Freed and Haus. 7
Another interesting moment is <n(t+T)n(t)) where n is the photon number operator
a a. We obtain
(a+(t + T )a(t +T)a+(t)a(t) ) = + (T) +(r) + [G 1()] 2 (108)
a a aa
or by using the results (59a and b)
(n(t+T)n(t)) - [G1 (O)] _ 1 -24-Y) TG1 (0)I e (109)
The difference between the right-hand side of Eqs. 109 and 102 is small (1 photon for
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T = 0) but it nevertheless exists. Glauber 5 and Kelley and Kleiner6have shown that a
photon-electron device actually measures the left-hand side of (102) and not the left-hand
side of (109). In the equivalent circuit calculations of Haus 2 ' 7 it is not obvious whether
one calculates the left-hand side of (102) or of (109). One obtains the result of the right-
hand side of (102). The reason for this fortunate "coincidence" is the following. In the
equivalent-circuit formalism one makes the statement that the classical noise source
used to calculate G1 is Gaussian. This immediately implies that all of the higher order
moments that one calculates with the equivalent circuit will be the expectation values of
the normally ordered product (the G-functions). Indeed, for a Gaussian field there is a
p(a) representation 5 that is formally identical with a classical Gaussian distribution, and
with which one calculates expectation values of normally ordered products in exactly the
same way as in the classical case. It is thus only for the normally ordered products (of
higher order) that one obtains the right results in the equivalent classical circuit with a
Gaussian classical noise source. We have shown that with the operator noise-source
formalism one can easily obtain results for any product, normally ordered or not.
Other quantities of interest are the voltage V(t) and the current I(t):
-t · ia -i t + +i0 t
V(t) = Cvi at e (t) ea+(t) e ]
I(t) = CI a(t) e +a(t)e (110)
where C and C I are appropriate normalization constants. Theorem 3 shows that V(t)
and I(t) are joint Gaussian processes in the steady state because they are linear combin-
ations of the Gaussian processes a(t) and a+(t). We can again calculate all higher order
moments from the second-order moments:
(V(t 1 )V(tz)V(t3 )V(t4 ) = V(tl)V(t2) < V (t) 4 )
+ V(tl)V(t 3)) V(t)V(t 4 ) + (V( ) V(tl)V(t43 )
KV(t 1)V(t2 )I(t3 )I(t 4 ) = V(t(tZ) > KI(t 3 )I(t 4 ) )
+ ( VtI(t)I) V(t)I(t4 ) + (t)It 4 ) (t2)I(t 3 ) .
We shall not evaluate the actual values of these moments because their experimental sig-
nificance has not yet been established.
4.8 PHYSICAL INTERPRETATION
We have calculated, by means of the operator noise-source formalism, various
moments of the field variables in the steady state of the laser oscillator below threshold.
We now want to discuss equivalent classical models. By "classical" we mean that both
the system variables and the noise sources are classical random processes (all
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commutators are zero); it does not mean that we have to explain all properties of the
model itself (that is, of the equations of motion and of the moments of the noise sources)
by classical arguments. By "equivalent" we mean that the moments of those system
variables must be exactly equal to certain moments of the operator field variables cal-
culated by direct quantum methods. These equivalent models do not constitute a "semi-
classical" theory of the laser, if one means a theory of the laser in which the
electromagnetic field is considered to be a classical field.
We shall consider two models. In the first model the system variables will describe
a classical field obeying classical statistics; in the second, the system variable will be
a number of classical particles that obey classical statistics. Since quantum mechanics
is essentially a synthesis of the wave (or field) aspects and the quantum (or particle)
aspects of nature, one cannot expect that a classical field theory alone, or a classical
particle theory alone can explain all quantum-mechanical results. We shall indeed show
that with the classical field model one can derive the expectation value of all normally-
ordered products of the a, a+ operators, that is, all of the G-functions. With the second
model we shall be able to derive all the moments of the photon number operator, that is,
all of the G'-functions. In both cases we shall prove these statements for first-order
and second-order G-functions or photon number moments, and only mention the results
for higher order moments.
4. 8. 1 Alternative Approach for Moments of the Photon Number Operator
We have derived second-order moments of the a, a operators. In Section 4. 7 we
obtained fourth-order moments of these operators by exploiting the theorems about
Gaussian operator processes. We could have calculated any higher order moment, in
particular, all G-functions, and all moments of the photon number operator. We now
want to give an alternative approach that allows us to obtain the first-order and second-
order moments of the photon number operator. It seems a somewhat more complicated
approach, but it will help us to construct and interpret the equivalent models.
From Eqs. 52 it follows
dn(t) + +
dt + 2gn(t) = a (t) x (t) + x (t) a(t), (111)
where
g = - y ; n(t) = a+(t) a(t). (112)
Equation 111 is not of the Langevin type. It is indeed not split into a first term that con-
tains only system variables (averaged equation) and a second term that is a noise source
with zero average value. It is however (and so are also Eqs. 52) of the type discussed in
Appendix C. There it is shown that such equations can be transformed to the Langevin
form, the averaged equation can be found from the drift terms in the first-order term
of a perturbation expansion, and the "xx" terms of the second-order term of the
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perturbation expansion, and finally that the second-order moment of the Langevin noise
source can be found from cross-multiplying the "x" terms of the first-order term of the
perturbation expansion. If we apply the formulas (C. 7), (C. 9) and (C. 13), we find from
Eqs. 111 and 52 that Eq. 111 can be transformed to
dn(t)
dt + 2Zgn(t) = A + x(t), (113)
with
A = t+Dt dt ,$ dt X+(t2 )X (tl)+x (t)x (t (114a)
=t1 R
(x(t) = 0 (114b)
(\x(t+T)x(t)) = 6 (T) Dt , dt 1 dt 2 R (114c)
.... R = [a+(t)x(t 1 )+x+(t 1 )a(t) ][a+(t)x-(t 2) +x- (t2)a (t) ]R
Here, we must treat a(t) in Eq. 114c as being independent of x (tl or t 2 ), and < >R
means an average over the initial state of the loss and material systems. If we use the
results obtained in Eqs. 56 for the second-order moments of x (t), we find immediately
dn(t)
dt + 2gn(t) = A + x(t) (113)
with
g - ¥y (115a)
A = 2y(1+[m) + 2[p L (115b)
(x(t)> = 0 (115c)
(X(t+T)x(t) R = B(t)6(t) (1 15d)
B(t) = 2y(1+p)[ (n(t)>R+l] + 2YPm (n(t))R
+ 21 L[n(t)) R+1] + 2(1 + L ) (n(t))R (115e)
B(t)>F = B = 2y(l1+3m)[(n(t)) +1 + 2Y[ m n(t))
+ 2[3L[ n(t)) +1] + 2(1+L ) (n(t)> . (1 15f)
Note that B(t) is an operator of the field system. Only if we take an additional
average over the field state, we obtain the c-number B. In the steady state B
is a constant.
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From Eq. 113 it follows
d (n(t))
adt + 2g n(t)) = A, (116)
so that the steady-state solution is
n(t) = 2 (117)
Using the techniques of Appendix A, we obtain from Eq. 113, in the steady state
n(t+T)n(t) = (A + B e18)
It is easy to check that the results (117) and (118) agree with the results for G1(0) given
in Eq. 59a and G{(T) given in Eq. 100 or 102.
We want to interpret the constants A and B. If one accepts the statement that the
spontaneous emission into a harmonic oscillator is in fact emission stimulated by the
zero-point oscillations of this harmonic oscillator and is equal to the emission stimulated
by one photon of this harmonic oscillator, then it is easy to understand the following
statements. Since
2y <n(t)) c(p+-p) (n(t)) = net stimulated (photon) emission rate from the
material system into the field mode,
we have
2y(1+m) = c--t+ = spontaneous emission rate from material system into field mode.
2(1+Pm)[1+ (n(t))] = total emission rate from material system into field mode.
Zpm (n(t)) = cp_ n(t)) = stimulated (=total) absorption rate by material sys-
tem out of field mode.
Furthermore, since L is the average photon number per mode of the loss system, we
have
2tPL = spontaneous emission rate from loss system into field mode.
2 f'PL n(t)) = stimulated emission rate from loss system into field mode.
21PL[1+ <n(t)) I = total emission rate from loss system into field mode.
Zp <(n(t)) = spontaneous emission rate from field mode into loss system.
2 <n(t)) PL = stimulated emission rate from field mode into loss system.
2Z (n(t)) (1+p1) = total emission rate from field mode into loss system.
We have illustrated the effects of the loss system on the field system in Fig. 4. We
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FIELD MODE LOSS SYSTEM
<n(t)>
FIELD MODE
<n(t)> = 0
I FIELD MODE
LOSS SY TEM
LOSS SYSTEM
21pPL [1 + <n (t)>]
Fig. 4. Rates of photon number transfer from field mode to loss system.
conclude that
A = total spontaneous emission rate into the field mode from both the material sys-
tem and the loss system,
= total rate or net rate if the field mode is not excited,
B = total rate (rate in + rate out) into and out of the field mode from both the
material system and the loss system.
We have illustrated these statements in Figs. 5 and 6.
MATERIAL SYSTEM
st
c- += 2y ( + m )
<n (t)> = w(t)>=0
FIELD MODE
LOSS SYSTEM
LOSS SYSTEM
Fig. 5. Rates of energy transfer (in units h o 0 )
into field mode from material system
and loss system if field mode is not
excited.
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4. 8. 2 Model 1: Classical Field Model
We shall show that the results for G1 (T) and G2 (T) can be derived from an equivalent
classical model in which the system variables describe a classical field driven by
c- p+ ('+ 1)
=2y(l+ pm) (n+ 1
2 pL (i+ 1)
st 
c- p_ n
2y P Ti
2p n ( 1 + pL)
Fig. 6. Rates of photon number transfer if field mode is excited.
Gaussian noise sources. The positive and negative frequency components of the ampli-
tude of this field are denoted by a (t) and arv (t). They are appropriately normalized
rvgy of the field is
(through Eqs. 9) so that the energy of the field is
W(t) = wioa+ (t) arv(t) = how(t);0 rv rv o (122)
w(t) is thus the energy of the field in units of hi . The random random variables ar (t)0 rv
commute of course. We assume that the equations of motion of arv (t) are given by
da (t) da )
trv + = (t) ; rv23)ddt + ga(t) =r rv(v dt rv)
where x+ (t) are classical random processes the second-order moments of which are
rv
given by
(Xrv(t+T)Xrv(t)) = Xrv(t)Xrv(t+T)) = A 6(T)
( [X+(t)]r = ([Xv(t)]r) = 0, (r=1, 2).
(124a)
(124b)
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We assume further that these noise sources are Gaussian, so that all higher order
moments are determined from Eqs. 124. The Eqs. 123 are of course suggested by
Eqs. 52. We show in Appendix D that they describe a loaded LC circuit driven by noise.
We can solve the Eqs. 123 for the second-order moments in the steady state through
the methods of Appendix A. We can obtain higher order moments from the theorem that
Gaussian noise sources drive a stable linear system to a Gaussian steady state. We obtain
(a+ (t+T)arv() = (·a(t)arv(t+T)) g I G 1 (T) (125a)
av(t+T)arv(t)) = (arv(t+T)ar(t)) (125b)
(tt+T)w(t) =v r(t+ar)av(t+)av(t)arv(t))
(= g ) + (2g e g G2 (T). (125c)
We can also apply previous techniques and find
dw(t) + +
dt + 2gw(t) = Xrv (t) arv (t) + xrv (t) arv (t) =A + xrv (t) (126a)
<xrv(t+T)Xrv(t)) = (B-2A) 6(T) ; xrv(t)) 0, (126b)
which leads to
<w(t) Gi (0) n(t)), (127a)
(w(t+T)W (t) = G2 (T) (127b)
Since arv (t) and arv (t) are Gaussian (in the classical sense), since a+(t) and a(t) are
Gaussian (in the quantum sense), and since the Gaussian moment expansion of a normally-
ordered product involves only normally-ordered second-order moments, we can in fact
conclude from Eq. 125a that all higher-order moments of w(t) are equal to the corre-
sponding G-functions. In particular, at a single time,
w
; Pw(t (,
-
1 <w(t) ><[w(t)]r: r! <w(t)Nr Gr(O), (r=1, 2,... );p (w) = e (128)
<w(t) >
We conclude that the equivalent model in which the system variables describe a clas-
sical field, and which is described by the Eqs. 123, 124 and the Gaussian character of
the noise sources, leads to the correct results for all the G-functions. The constant A
has been interpreted in Section 4. 8. 1: it is the total rate of spontaneous photon emission
into the field mode from both the material system and the loss system, or (Eq. 126a) the
total rate of energy transfer (in units of hw0 ) into the field mode if the field mode is
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unexcited. The function A6(T) is the second-order moment of the familiar Nyquist source,
adapted to quantum statistics and to (linear) loss and gain reservoirs. The Gaussian
character of this noise source is also a familiar assumption. The coefficient B has been
explained (section 4. 8. 1) as the total rate of photon emission plus absorption by the
material system and loss system. Note, however, that B-2A of Eq. 126b cannot be
explained in that way.
4. 8. 3 Model 2: Classical Particle Model
We shall show that the results for Gi(O) = <n(t)> and G'(T) = <n(t+T) n(t)> can be derived
from an equivalent classical model in which the system variable is a number of classical
particles (each having a quantum of energy, li1o). Let nrv (t) be the number of these par-
ticles in the laser cavity. We assume that this number obeys the equation of motion
dn (t)
dt + 2gnr(t)= A + x'r(t); X t 0 (129)dt rv ~ rv =
which is suggested by Eq. 113. The interpretation of A was given (section 4. 8. 1) as the
total spontaneous photon emission rate into the field mode. Since nrv (t) is always an
integer, it can only change with jumps of magnitude 1. The equation (129) without the
noise source can therefore not possibly be correct;- it would predict continuous changes
in nrv (t). The noise source x' (t) must be present and it must be a shot-noise source.
rv rv
From classical random theory we know that the second-order moment of a shot-noise
source is the product of the Dirac delta function 6(T) multiplied by the sum of the inde-
pendent rates, multiplied by the square of the jump (1 = 1). From Eq. 129 we can read
off the net average rate of particle emission into the cavity (A-2g <nrv(t)) ), but not the
total average rate. We assume now that the total average rate is B. The physical inter-
pretation of that assumption has been given (section 4. 8. 1). We thus have
(t+T)Xr(t) = B1 6(T) = B6(T). (130)
From the Eqs. 129 we derive then immediately, in the steady state:
nr(t) =2g n= n(t) = Gl(0) (131a)
nrv(t+.T)nrv(t)) = ( + -eglI <n(t+n(t+T)n(t) = GZ(T) G2 (T). (131b)
Higher order moments of the photon number operator n can easily be found by
exploiting the Gaussian quantum techniques. We expect that all of these moments
can be derived from the previous model, provided we say that the emission and
absorption processes are (compound) Poisson processes, that is, each emission
and each absorption is an independent event, occurring at rates that are them-
selves random variables:
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Rin(t) = Zy(1l+m)[nrv(t)+l] + 2PL[n rv(t)-l]
Rout(t) = 2ypmnrv(t) + 1(l+PL) nrv(t)
Brv(t) = Rin(t) + Rout(t).
For the first-order moment in. the steady state, we needed only A - 2g (n(t))
(Rin(t)-RoUt(t)); for the second-order moment, only B= (B rv(t)>) To solve this model
for higher order moments is a complicated classical problem; we did not solve it.
We conclude that the moments of the photon number operator can be derived from an
equivalent classical model in which the system variable is a number of particles in the
laser cavity (each having a quantum of energy hwo); the particles are independently
emitted and injected one by one. The injection rate is interpreted as stimulated plus
spontaneous photon emission into the field mode from both the material and the loss sys-
tem; the emission rate is interpreted as stimulated photon absorption by the material
plus stimulated and spontaneous photon emission into the loss system.
4.9 CONCLUSIONS
We have been able to derive all Gn -functions (normally ordered products) from a
classical model in which the system variables describe a classical field, and all
GI -functions (moments of the photon number operator) from a classical model in which
the system variable is a number of classical particles in the cavity. Insight into the
internal quantum processes of the laser is required to interpret the moments of the noise
sources in the first model, and the emission and injection rates in the second model. If
one is willing, however, to accept these moments or these rates, that is, if one is willing
to forego an explanation of the internal processes in the laser source, then it is impos-
sible to tell from measurements of the Gn-functions alone that the electromagnetic field
produced by the laser oscillator below threshold is anything else than a classical field,
and from measurements of G' -functions alone, it is impossible to tell that that field isn
anything else than a number of particles. If one measures both the Gn and the G'
n n
functions, then one is obliged to accept the fact that that field is a quantum field.
This difference between G and G' will be called henceforth a pure quantum effect.
n n
Unfortunately a device to measure the G' -functions has not been described in published
works. A photon detector measured the Gn-functi ns.5 6
works. A photon detector measured the G -functions. 5 ' 6
n
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V. LASER OSCILLATOR ABOVE THRESHOLD: MODEL 1
5. 1 INTRODUCTION
We shall try to find and to solve an operator noise-source formalism for the laser
oscillator above threshold. We have explained in Section I why we expect that such a
formulation should exist: Haus 3 assumed an equivalent classical model for the laser with
which he obtained results that were experimentally verified within 10%.4 ' 7 His equiva-
lent model was constructed as follows: He considered the semiclassical field equation
for a laser with a collision-broadened linewidth that was much broader than the
cold-cavity bandwidth (Van der Pol equation). He inserted in this equation the
classical noise source that correctly predicts properties of the field below thresh-
old, but he adapted this source to the actual saturated value of the inversion in
the steady state (steady-state source). This classical model is still complicated
because it is nonlinear, but "sufficiently" above threshold the fluctuations of the
field variables are small compared with their average value, and it is therefore
possible to linearize the model. The nonlinear transition region between the linear
regime below threshold with its relatively large fluctuations (Gaussian) and the
nonlinear regime above threshold with relatively small fluctuations is then excluded.
We shall refer to this theory as the "S. L." theory, that, is the semiclassical linear-
ized theory.
In this section we shall restrict ourselves to essentially the same laser as that dis-
cussed in the S. L. theory; it will differ only by a somewhat more restricted model for
the randomization and pumping mechanisms.
In section 5. 2 a detailed description of our laser model is presented. In sec-
tion 5.3 we set up the exact equations that describe this model. In section 5.4
we transform these equations into the operator noise-source formalism. This
leads to a Van der Pol equation for operator variables which contains operator
noise sources. We linearize these equations, which again restricts us to oper-
ation "sufficiently" above threshold. The approximations that are made are justi-
fied in the theses on which this report is based. In this respect, it must be
understood that an operator or an operator equation is merely a mathematical tool
needed to obtain moments or moment equations for a specific ensemble. An approx-
imation in an operator equation is thus justified if and only if its effect on the
resulting moment equations is negligible for that specific ensemble. In section 5. 5
we solve the linearized equations and compare the results for second- and fourth-
order moments with the results of the S. L. theory.
Our results contain small corrections to the results of the S. L. theory. If the
desired accuracy allows us to neglect these corrections, then our theory actually
proves the equivalence of the classical model in the S. L. theory.
We summarize the important parameters in terms of which we shall express
our results and formulate the restrictions of our model:
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The parameter wo ° is the resonance angular frequency of the cavity mode. The parameter
ji is the attenuation constant of the field caused by its coupling to the loss system; the
"cold-cavity" bandwidth is 2Z or Ao, and the "cold-cavity" quality factor is Qo. The
parameter y is the amplification constant of the field caused by its coupling to the
inverted material when there is no saturation effect; I[Qm is called the (unsaturated)
quality factor of the inverted material. We shall see that Awo is the bandwidth of the
amplitude fluctuations: it is called the "hot-cavity" bandwidth; Q' is called the "hot-
cavity" quality factor. The population of the upper and lower levels of the material, as
established by the pump and randomization mechanism alone, are, respectively, p+ and
p_; the actual saturated values of these populations in the steady state, as established
S Sby the pump, randomization, and field, are p+ and p_. The relation between saturated
and unsaturated values in the steady state is given above. The parameters pm and m
are measures for the unsaturated and saturated degree of inversion; the parameter PL
measures the temperature, TL, of the loss system (Eq. 141). The parameter p is the
average power transmitted in the laser beam (that is, absorbed by the loss system; the
average number of photons in the cavity is Ro; the coefficient a determines the nonlinear
saturation effect. T is the average time between collisions, and 1/T is the collision
bandwidth. Typical order of magnitudes of some of these quantities for the laser used
4,11 5 1 7 -1 2 6in the Freed and Haus experiments are y - - 10 sec - , 1/T = 10 sec , R 10
-1
for (y-L) = 102 sec
5.2 LASER MODEL
We adopt the following model for the three interacting systems that are essential for
any laser model: the field system, the material system, and the loss system (Fig. 7).
The field system consist of a single mode of the laser cavity, with resonance angular fre-
quency, wo . This field mode is interacting with N two-level systems ("particles") of the
material system. The resonance frequencies of these particles are all equal to the res-
onance frequency of the mode. Each particle is considered to have a fixed position in the
laser cavity, that is, Doppler effects are neglected. We restrict ourselves here to the
following model for pumping and randomization of the two-level systems. A particle, j,
interacts coherently with the field for some time, tj. This particle is then taken out of
the system and immediately replaced by a new particle. This operation of replacing a
particle (henceforth called a collision) occurs so suddenly that no other variable of the
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Fig. 7. Interacting systems for laser model 1.
system has time to change (except for its natural time dependence). The state of the
new particle immediately after its introduction is characterized by a probability p+ to
be in the upper state, and a probability p to be in the lower state. The time tj is itself
a random variable with an exponential distribution function with mean time T. We impose
an essential restriction on our model: the inverse cold-cavity bandwidth must be much
larger than T; in qualitative terms, this means that the field variables do change only
infinitesimally in a time T. The collision model of replacing an old particle by a new
one is equivalent to the statement that a single particle loses all memory through a col-
lision, in the sense that all possible cross moments of particle operators immediately
after the collisions with system operators before the collision (which appear in the
final moment equations) have the independence property. The loss system consist of an
infinite set of harmonic oscillators, originally in thermal equilibrium and with a
frequency-independent distribution of resonant frequencies. The coupling constant to the
field mode is the same for all harmonic oscillators.
5.3 EXACT EQUATIONS
We adopt the Hamiltonian
H = rh a+a Il 2 ( ihKj.(p+PJ-)(a-aJ+)10 o
c j
L [ Jb bj + xj (a+bja+)], (132)
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Here, a+ and a are the creation and annihilation operators of the field mode. The creation
and annihilation operators bj+ b- describe the jth harmonic oscillator of the loss system.j212
Its resonant frequency is wj. (We introduce = w - w .) Xj is its coupling constant to
the field and is supposed to be independent of j. The operators pj, pj refer to the two-
level system j: pj is the net population operator (upper level-lower level), pj and pj are
proportional to the positive and negative frequency components of its polarization opera-
tor; they are also the raising and lowering operators. Their properties were discussed
in section 2. 3. The function nj is equal to 1 during a certain interaction time, tj, and
is zero everywhere else. It changes from zero to 1 sufficiently fast so that the system
variables cannot change (except for their natural time dependence). The same holds true
when qj changes from 1 to zero. Since there are always N particles interacting with the
field, we prefer to use a double summation symbol: 2; for the N-interacting particles, Z
j th c
for the successive collisions. The operators describing the j particle at the beginning
of its interaction time will be denoted pj(O), pj (0). They are independent of and commute
with all other system variables at previous times (see previous remark on the equivalence
of our collision picture with the statement: A particle loses all memory through a col-
lision). They refer to a "randomized equilibrium" state characterized by a given inver-
sion, that is, by a p+ and p_; this inversion is assumed to be independent of j. If the
particle would not interact with the field it would remain in that state.
After making the rotating-wave approximation, and eliminating the natural time
dependence (without changing notation), we obtain from Eq. 132 the following equations
of motion:
da(t) -i8.t
dt =EE KjL i (t) nj (t) - biXb (t) e J; and Hermitian conjugate (133)dt i ( e
cj j
dpj (t)
dt = Kjpj(t) a(t)j(t); and Hermitian conjugate (134)
dpj (t)
= -2 Kj [p (t)a(t)+a (t) p (t)] j (t) (135)
dbj (t) i6.t
dt = -iXka(t) e J ; and Hermitian conjugate. (136)
From Eq. 136 we can derive the integral equation
- i=t 1 -iS.t 2 e-i6j(t-t')
ikjb.(t) e J = ikjbj (0) e J +i e a(t') dt', (137)
where bj(0) refers to the original thermal equilibrium ensemble of the jth loss oscillator
(the system is launched at t = 0). For a flat spectrum and kj independent of j, we have
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where ar is the density of harmonic oscillators per unit angular frequency, and (t) is
the Dirac delta function. Therefore, for t > +0,
da(t) t v Pb ( i t
da(t) = Kjp. (t) j(t) - pa(t) - iXjbj (0) e J; and Hermitian conjugate (139)
c j j
The last term in Eq. 139 is a noise operator, and this form would suffice if we only
wanted to treat the linear attenuator. But we shall have to integrate Eq. 139 over an
interval, T. This T will be one order of magnitude larger than T, and thus much larger
than the infinitely small inverse bandwidth of the flat-loss spectrum. We therefore intro-
duce
t+T -i6.t'
XL(t)T = - iXjb (0) e J dt'; and Hermitian conjugate. (140)
Under the assumption of a flat spectrum and by making use of
)r1 (_ !i+ r r r! L)
6jj'rrr! L ; )j )= 6 jj 6rrr (P
PL = [exp(hwo/kTL)-1]- 1 (141)
for a thermal equilibrium ensemble of harmonic oscillators, (see Section IV), one can
easily prove that
K (t )x L(tz 2PL(1/T) ; <L(tl)x(tz = 2(l+PL)(l/T) (142a)
LxL(t ),xL(tz) = 2p(1/T), (142b)
for t1 = t; for tl-t2 J > T, these expressions are zero. x ,x are Gaussian, for
example, <x(t )x((t)x-(t3 )x (t 4 )> = <x+(tl)x (t3 )> <x+(t)x (t4 > + (x+(tl)x (t 4 )>
<x+(t2)X (t3) . Henceforth, Eq. 139 will be written
da(t)
dt-= C Kjp (t) j(t) + Loss; and Hermitian conjugate (143)
c j
and the loss expressions will be reintroduced when needed. Equations 143, 134,
and 135, together with the information we have about p (0), pj(0) from our col-
lision model, constitute a complete and exact description of our model.
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5.4 APPROXIMATIONS
5. 4. 1 Van der Pol Equations
We subdivide the time in intervals of length T (Fig. 8). This time duration, T, is
made one order of magnitude larger than T. We consider a particular interaction of
duration, tj, of particle j somewhere in such an interval. The operators describing
tk
t.J 
I
I
I I
I I
a
0
ao Fig. 8. Interactions of particles j
and k in the interval T.
t. I I t. + T
t
the field at the beginning (ti) and the end (ti+T) of the interval T will be denoted ai , ai+ and
+ 1 1
a o , a o , respectively. We shall determine the evloution of particle j during its interaction
time, t.. We could derive it from Eqs. 134 and 135 if the time evolution of a(t) wereJ
known. We now make our first approximation: We set a(t) = a i in these equations during
the interval T. Note that pj (0), pj(0) commute with ai and ai+ but this is not necessarily
so for pj (t), pj(t). We obtain through a series development to order (Kjt) 3
pj (t) = pj (0) + Kjtpj(0) ai + ... ; and Hermitian conjugate (144)
pj (t) = pj (0) - 2Ktp+(0 ) a i+a+ p j (0)] - 2Kj2t 2 p (0) a+a. + .... (145)PJ i J L J 1 i i 11
Equation 144 has been used to find Eq. 145. Now Eq. 145 can be used to complete p (t)
and Hermitian conjugate:
- it) -2 2 + 2 / 3 t3pj a0) +a 2 
p (t)= p(0) + Kjtpj(0) ai K t2[p (0)a 2+pj(0)aai - (2/3) tp) + .. ;
and Hermitian conjugate. (146)
We integrate Eq. 143 in the interval ti,ti+T by means of Eq. 146. We shall
drop the argument (0) of p (0), pj(0); , will now mean the summation over the
c
collisions in the interval t i , ti + T. We obtain
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a = a + E _[KjtjPj+ 1 2t2pjai-(0cij Jj jl
c j
+s
/3)Kj33 (pja+Pja ai) - (1/6) 4t 4 p .a+a2[/3) j pj( j 147)
(147)
Loss +...; and Hermitian conjugate.
We rewrite Eq. 147
a o = a i + (y-p.-aya ai aiT + x (ti)T
a0 = ai + ai y--aya a i )T + X+(ti)T
(148)
(149)
with
1 
C
fL = Trk2 a
ayT= 
C
K2t 2p
j
(see Eq. 138)
44Z(1/6)K4t.p.,
I j i j 
i
x (t i ) = xL(t i) + Xm(ti),
xL, xL
and <y> = NK2T<p>
and <ay > = 4NK4T3<p>
and Hermitian conjugate
(see Eqs. 140 and 142)
Xm(ti)T 
c j
x+(ti)T = 
c j
Kiii pj
[Kiti P (150)
For later purposes we rewrite the expressions for xm,I x+ as
m
Xm(t i ) = Xm(t i ) + Xm(ti); and Hermitian conjugate
X (ti)T = [jtjp - (1/6) 3t3(pj+a+ ai )];
c j
and Hermitian conjugate
; and Hermitian conjugate. (151)6Xm(ti) = 
c
[-_(1/j6) 3t3 + - + \
Kj j pj ai +pj ai a ]
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(1/3) K3t3 (P+ aZ·p-a·ai 
(1/3)K~t (a-a+p-a ) j j i a1 pj ,
The operators pji, pj are independent of pj,, pj,, if j j', in the ensemble to which they
refer. The expectation value of pj and p is zero. Their commutator properties and
second-order moments are given in Eqs. 152.
+ -Pj, pj, ]= Pj 1 , ; Pj'pJ = pjj ; =Pj, Pj PJ j ;
KP+p = KPj)(m) ; P = P PjPm (152a)
<PJ>= P+ - P ; m = [(p+/p_)-l]- (52b)
Equations 148 and 149 are no longer exact for two reasons. First, terms of order
(K.jt) 5 have been neglected. It can be shown that this approximation has a negligible
effect on the moments that we want to calculate if aya a is much smaller than < y>,
that is, if we do not operate too far above threshold. Second, we have replaced a(t) in
Eqs. 134 and 135 by a i. By such a procedure, we have neglected certain third- and
fourth-order terms . The third-order terms do not contain the operators a i or a.. The
fourth-order terms contain these operators only to the first power. It can be shown that
neglecting these terms has a negligible effect on the moments that we want to calculate
if <y> T << 1. Above threshold <y> = ., so that this restriction means that the inverse
cold-cavity bandwidth must be much larger than T.
Equations 148 and 149 are, nevertheless, quantum-mechanically consistent in
the sense that they conserve the field commutator. Using Eqs. 150, 142b, and
152a, making approximations consistent with our previous approximations, that
4 nL) 2 2is, retaining only terms to order (Kjtj) 4 , and neglecting (y- ).T terms, we find
from Eqs. 148 and 149
ao, ao = 1 + 2yr - 2IT - 4ayra ai - 2yT + 2r + 4aya a.1
3 3 1 -+ 2 -+ 1 +\
E, Ej tj Pj ai*+P a -- j ai Pj 3-. Pi
c j
=1. (153)
We first remark that in Eq. 153 the commutator of a and a+ is evaluated, and thus not0 0
only its expectation value. Second, the terms under the Z Z symbol result from the
2 + +2
facts that y is an operator and the field operators ai aiai, ai appearing in the third-
±rder +erms 1f xf  2 + +2.
order terms of xm do not commute with a. and a . If we approximate a ai, a.in
m 1 1 + 1
these third-order terms by variables that commute with a+ and ai, we must consistently1 +
consider y as a c-number in order to preserve the commutator [ao, ao ]. Because of
the large number of particles and collisions in the interval T, this c-number would
obviously be < y >.
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5. 4. 2 Linearization Procedure
If we consider as a differential dt, Eqs. 148 and 149 can be rewritten
da (y- -aya+a)a = x(t) (154)
da+ a (y--aya+a) = x+(t). (155)
These equations are valid if (aya+a) < y> and <y>T << 1. They can be used (a) "suf-
ficiently" below threshold where the third- and fourth-order terms can be neglected so
that we obtain linear equations that can easily be solved with the techniques of Appendix A;
(b) through threshold where the nonlinear terms are essential and cannot be linearized;
(c) sufficiently above threshold where the nonlinear terms are essential but can be line-
arized. In discussing this linearization we shall restrict ourselves to operation "suffi-
ciently" above threshold. In Appendix B "sufficiently" is discussed on a quantitative basis.
We introduce the substitution
a(t) = R (t) e t ; a(t) = [R+(t) e (156)
in which we postulate that R is a c-number, and 0(t) a Hermitian operator that com-
mutes with the operators A(t) and A+ (t). Since [a(t), a+(t)] = 1, we must have
[A(t),A+(t)] = 1. (157)
There is a unitary transformation relating a(t) and a+(t) to A(t) and A +(t). We also postu-
late that 0(t+dt) commutes with O(t). If we substitute Eq. 156 in Eqs. 154 and 155, we
obtain
-i(R +A) d + [Y-iJ-aY R+RA +R A+A+A) (R0 +A)
_i(Ro+) dt dt 
x (t) e(t); and Hermitian conjugate. (158)
Thus far, we have only written our equations in another form. We now assume that we
can find appropriate variables Ro and O(t) so that all moments formed from A and A+
are small compared with the analogous moments of Ro . We shall then show that Eq. 158
leads to approximate solutions that are consistent with this assumption and with the pos-
tulate that R and (t) commute with A(t), A +(t), and 0(t+dt). First, this assumption
2 + +2
allows us to replace the field variables a i , ai a i , a i in the third-order terms of x m(t) by
2 2 2 1dtr o±aR 0 exp(-2iO(t)), R and R 0 exp(2iO(t)). The third-order terms of xm are indeed respon-
sible for small saturation corrections to the S. L. theory. Making small errors in these
third-order terms obviously leads to errors that are orders of magnitude smaller than
2 2 2these saturation corrections. Since the variables R0 exp(-2i0(t)), R, and Ro exp(2iO(t))
+ 0 0
commute with a(t) and a+(t), we must consistently consider y as the c-number <y>. We
2
shall use henceforth the notation y for this c-number. We define R° by0
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2 (159)
-y - - ayRo = 0,
that is, R o is the number of photons in the laser cavity in the steady state above thresh-
old, as given by a semiclassical analysis. Second, the same assumption allows us to
approximate Eq. 158 by
dO(t) dA 2 + - iO(t)
-iRo dt + -+ ayR(A+A) = x (t) e(); and Hermitian conjugate. (160)
The nonlinear terms A -dt ayRoA A, ayA A A have been neglected. We introduce
now the separation of xm (and Hermitian conjugate) into Xm + Xm (and Hermitian con-
jugate) that was carried out in Eqs. 151. Equations 160 are equivalent to
dO(t) dB(t)
-2iRo dt + dt = 2i[ns(t)+6ns(t)]
dA(t) 2
dt + 2ayR A(t) = Zn(t), (161)
where A, B, ns, nc, and 6n s are defined by
A = + A+, B = A - +
2nc(t) = [x-(t)+x (t)] ei(t) + [x+(t)+x+ (t)] ei(t)
Zins(t) = [xL(t)+Xm(t) eio(t)- [XL(t)+Xm(t)] ei(t)
2ins(t) = Xm(t) 6+(t) e-i(t) -X+m(t) (162)
From Eqs. 142, 150, 151, and 152, we derive the following properties for n c(t), ns(t),
and 6ns(t): (i) the expectation value of these noise sources is zero: (ii) their second-
order moments are given to order (Kjtj) by
<nS(t+T)ns(t)> [(2 p +m) (-2+ L)] 6(T)= Ns6(T)
<nc(t+r)nc(t)> = [( +pm) + pL)-4ayRo( + Pm) 6(T) = N (T)
<6n s(t)ns(t)> = <nc(t+T)ns(t)> = <nS(t+T)6nS(t)> = 0
2i <6ns(t+T)nc(t> = i<[ns(t+),nc(t)]> = ayR6(T); (163a)
(iii) these noise sources are Gaussian. It has indeed been shown in Section IV that the
moments of operators that consist of the sum of N operators, independent of each other
in a specific ensemble, have the Gaussian property to order (1/N). This ensures the
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Gaussian properties of Xm SXi, and xm. The Gaussian properties of xL have been
mentioned previously. We note that in the steady state Ns can also be written
N S + s ad + p (163b)
where ps and ps are the actual saturated values of the population in the steady state:
5.5 SOLUTION
Equations 161 are for three unknowns, (t), A(t), and B(t). This ambiguity is resolved
by setting
de(t)
-2iRo dt = 2ins(t) (164a)
dB(t)
dt = 2i6ns(t) (164b)
dA(t) 2
dt + 2ayRoA(t) = 2nc(t). (164c)
In Appendix A a technique is described for solving linear equations driven by noise
sources with known moments, for the correlation functions of the unknowns in the steady
state. This technique leads to unique solutions under two conditions: (i) there exists a
steady state (stable system); and (ii) correlation functions stay finite if the time dif-
ference goes to infinity. We introduce the following notation for the steady state:
~uv(r) = <U(t+T)v(t)>
[U, V] ( T) = <u(t+T)v(t)-V(t)U(t+T) >. (165)
In the steady state, one has bvu(T) = uv(-T) + [v,u](T) ' and [v,u](T) = -[u, ](( )' If
we apply the techniques of Appendix A to Eqs. 164, we find
(T)= e0(O) - (NS/2Ro) JT (166a)
%BB(T) = %BB(0) = -1
AA(T)= (Nc/ayRo2 ) exp(-2ayRITI) (166b)'0AA  0 0 6 b
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<BA(T) = 1(T) + (-Tr) exp(-ZayR Ir I)
IAB(T) = -11(-T) - X(T) exp(-2ayR 2IT )
[B,A](T) [A, B](-T) = 2(T) + 2(-T) exp(-ZayR2 IT ) (166c)
where r1(T) = +1 for T > 0, and 11(T) = 0 for T < 0. All other second-order moments, cross
moments, or expectation values of commutators are zero. The actual value of +BB(O) in
Eq. 166b is not important; it will only add DC terms to the first-order and second-order
Glauber functions. These DC terms have no experimental significance; only the T-
dependence of these Glauber functions is important. We only mention that the value
~BB(O) = -1 corresponds to the existence of a p(a) representation for the density matrix
of the field in the steady state (see Appendix A). We showed in Section IV that the clas-
sical theorem that stationary Gaussian noise sources drive a stable linear system to a
Gaussian steady state is also valid in the quantum case. The variables 0, A, and B are
thus Gaussian in the steady state, and the properties of all higher moments formed with
0,A, and B can be derived from Eqs. 166. We repeat the statement of the introduction
that an operator property can be said to be "effectively" true if it is true for all moments
in a specific ensemble to which one restricts himself. We can now verify the consistency
of our solutions with the original assumptions and postulates; (i) 0(t+T) "effectively" com-
mutes with A(t) and B(t) for all T, and therefore, in particular for T = 0; (ii) 0(t+T)
"effectively" commutes with 8(t) for all T and therefore d0(t)/dt "effectively" commutes
with 0(t); (iii) all moments of A and B are small with the corresponding moments of R o .
We can also verify that 0(t+T) is independent of A(t) and B(t').
In view of published remarks 1 3 ' 15 that <a+(t)> is zero in the steady state, we
present the following discussion. In order to describe time evolution from t to a later
time t + T, we can construct a subspace for the field at t and a subspace for the noise
sources between t and t + T. At t, a and a+ are identity matrices in the noise-source
subspace, and 0 is an identity matrix in the field subspace. As time evolves, a, a, and
O develop components in the noise-source subspace, but 0 remains on identity matrix
in the field subspace. For the calculation of field moments at t only, we can treat 0(t)
as a c-number and therefore we can visualize the field ensemble at t as consisting of a
classical ensemble of subensembles. For each subensemble, 0(t) is a deterministic
number. 0(t) might be a classical random variable for the classical ensemble of sub-
ensembles. We could prepare the ensemble at t so that 8(t) is a deterministic number
for the total ensemble. Equation 164a can still be solved and leads to<O(t+T)> = 8(t) and
[0(t+T)-0(t)]Z> = <[O(t+T)- <D(t+T)>]2> = (Ns/Ro) vT. This shows that at t +, 0(t+T) is no
longer deterministic. Clearly, then, this ensemble is not the steady-state ensemble. If,
however, we choose the initial ensemble such that O(t) is a Gaussian variable with an
infinitely large spread, then 0(t+T) = 0(t) + 0(t+T) - 0(t) is also a Gaussian variable with
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the same spread. This new ensemble is the steady-state ensemble, and <e ie(t = 0;
therefore, <a(t)> = <a+(t)> = 0.
We use these properties of 0, A, and B to calculate the field moments G1, G2,
a(t+T), a + (t) ]>, and Gt, where
G1 = <a + ( t + - ) a ( t )>
<ei[0(t+)O(t)p> R+R 0 ( <A6>)+ <t+T t>]
2= Ro (+ T)] exp[ 0 e(T)-Poo(o) (167)
G 2 = <T + (a ( t ) a + ( t + T) ) T ( a ( t + T ) a ( t ) )>
=4+ R 3 (<A±>) + R2 ( + + ++ + + + >
o o t t+ t t+T+ t t t+ +T t t+ t ]
+ Ro(<A±A±A>) + <tt+T t+T >
Ro +R AA(T)-4 (T)+2+ (0), (T>0) (168)
o oLAA [A, +] A 
<[a(t+T), a+(t)]>= [A, A+] (T) exp[e 0 0 (T)-, 0 0 (0)], (169)
G = <a+(t+T) a (t + T) a+(t) a(t)>
o
= R+Ro 4 LAA(T)+2 + (0) (170)
In Eqs. 167 and 169 we have made use of the fact that 0 is a Gaussian variable independ-
ent of A and B. In the left-hand side of Eq. 168 we introduced the time-ordering opera-
tors T (which puts the later time first) and T + (which puts the earlier time first). These
operators make G 2 a symmetric function of T in the steady state, even when [a(t+T), a(t)]
and [a +(t+T), a +(t)] are not zero. In the steady state below threshold these commutators
are zero because a is not coupled to a + . In the steady state above threshold a is coupled
to a+ and one must not expect these commutators to be zero. Indeed, they are not zero,
as can be checked, for example, from <a+(t)a+(t+T)[a(t+T),a(t)]> = Ro,[A, A](T). The
operators T and T are not needed in Glauber's definition of G2 because he deals with
fields sufficiently far from the source, which presumably have the free-field time prop-
agation so that [E-(t), E-(t')] = 0 and [E+(t), E+(t')] = 0. We deal here with one mode inside
the laser cavity. Since our G2 is symmetric in (T), we have calculated in the right-hand
side of Eq. 168 only its expression for T > 0. Furthermore, we have neglected the con-
tribution of the fourth-order moment of A. It can be shown (see Appendix B) that through
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linearization we have made errors in the second-order moments which when multiplied
2
with R are of the same order as this fourth-order moment. An unfortunate but con-
sistent consequence of the linearization approximation is that the higher order moments
of the field do not teach us much more than the lower order moments because they are
both expressed in terms of the same order of moments of Ah. The function G in Eq. 170
was only calculated to show that its T-dependence can be expressed in terms of ~AA(r)
alone.
Since A = (A+B)/2 and A+ = (A-B)/Z, we can calculate the moments in Eqs. 167-170
from Eqs. 166, and we find
G = R + I ( 1e l e (171)
2. o . (2 l)(e w l eay + 1) (172)
2
-2ayR2 T (N/2R2) TI
[a(t+T),a+(t)] = + e e (173)
The -dependence of ([a(t+T), a+(t)] is shown in Fig. 9. For small values of T, it decays
with the time constant of the amplitude fluctuations (l/2ayR2); for large values of T, it
0~ ·LrCj V CL6 CLUU V 
T
Fig. 9. Expectation value of the commutator [a(t+T), a+(t)] versus T.
decays with the much larger time constant of the phase diffusion (2Ro2/N). The main
term of G1 is RO exp[-NsT , /2Ro]. The spectrum of this term is a Lorentzian with full
half-power width given by
A = (Ns/Ro) = (o P s : + P (174)
2p P- P
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where Awo = 2 is the cold-cavity bandwidth, p = 2hw oRo is the power transmitted in
the laser beam, 'L is a temperature factor of the loss system defined in Eq. 141, ps
and pS are the actual saturated values of the population of the inverted material; they
can be calculated from the unsaturated values through Eq. 163c. The DC term on the
right-hand side of (172) has no experimental significance; it can be added to R 4 on the
O
left-hand side. We can express (172) in experimental terms as
GZ(T) - G2(00) Q
=G2 () G2 o) L + PP - (3+4Pm) exp[- Q. IT (175)
R2 o - L
0 +
where Q' is the "hot-cavity" quality factor (defined by 2(y-p) = O/Q'), Qo is the "cold-
cavity" quality factor (defined by 2p = w /Qo), and pm is a temperature factor for the
unsaturated material defined by Eq. 152b. We can also express this result in terms of
the Fourier transform · () of (2piko0)2 [G2 (T)-G 2 (co)] by making use of Eq. 105. We find
~ (W 2 , 2 2 2
lP- -l 2 o h/Q o 2 2 L Q+L (3+4PM) (176)
P + Qo P+ - P_
We finally note that the important factor Q'/Q = ,u/(-F) is called the "enhancement"
factor.
We shall now discuss the detailed structure of G1 and G2 by means of an equivalent
classical problem. We start from the Van der Pol equations (154) and (155), but with
a and a+ now random variables, and with other noise sources. We linearize these equa-
tions by means of the substitution
a(t) = [Ro+Rl(t)] ei(t) ; a+(t) = [Ro+R(t)] ei 0 (t). (177)
This leads to
de(t) dR (t) 2
-R- n'; t- 2ayR R(t) = n' (178)
o dt os dt 
If we postulate that n' and n' are independent Gaussian noise sources with average value
zero, and with a correlation function for ns equal to Ns6(T) and for n to (Nc-ayR) 6(T) =
[NaYRO2(3+4m ) 6(T), then Eqs. 178 lead to the exact results for G 1 and G2. In the
S. L. theory with the steady-state source one finds instead that the correlation
functions of n and n are equal to N 6(T). The S.L. theory with the steady-
state source thus predicts correctly the phase-diffusion time constant, but gives
rise to an error of (3+4P1m) photons in the relative photon-number fluctuations
G2-R 4ol/Ro. Close to threshold, these (3+4Pm) photons are small compared with the
main term of order L/(y-,u) photons, but they become relatively more important higher
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above threshold because the main term decreases. If (Nc-ayRo) were equal to N s , the
steady-state source would be exact. It is interesting to investigate the cause of the dif-
ference between these two expressions. First, Nc is different from Ns; this can be called
a saturation correction because it is caused by the nonlinear contributions to the material
noise sources; this is responsible for a correction of (2+4Pm) photons in the relative
2photon-number fluctuations. Second, Nc - ayRo is different from N ; this can be called a
quantum correction because it is caused by the fact that the variables in Eq. 161 are
operators, and is responsible for a correction of 1 photon to the relative photon-number
fluctuations. This quantum correction is not present in the expression for GI (Eq. 170).
Finally, we would expect to find another quantum correction if we calculated the field
moments in the laser beam outisde the cavity.
5. 6 CONCLUSIONS
We have calculated the expectation value of the field commutator and the first- and
second-order Glauber functions by means of the operator noise-source formalism for
the steady state of the laser oscillator above threshold. We have considered a laser
model oscillating in one mode with resonance frequency tuned to the inverted material.
Randomization and pumping of the material system has been represented by one type of
collision. An essential restriction has been imposed on that model: The collision-
broadened linewidth of the material has been assumed to be much larger than the cold-
cavity bandwidth (T<<1).
Our main results are summarized in Eqs. 171-173. If we neglect the (small) influ-
ence of the amplitude fluctuations on G 1, then the Fourier transform of G 1 is Lorentzian
with full-half power width given by Eq. 174. This result is identical to the recently
announced result of Lax,13 if one restricts his result to the conditions of our model: no
detuning and T << 1. It is identical to the result obtained by Haus 3 by means of the
S. L. theory. The relative photon-number fluctuations and the spectrum of the power
fluctuations are given in Eq. 175 and 176. The result (176) should be compared with
Equation 20 of Freed and Haus,7 which was derived by means of the S. L. theory. They
supposed that the loss system was at zero temperature. The last term of the factor
between square brackets describes the quantum and saturation corrections of our theory.
They are small compared with the other terms because Q/Q' is small. Their detailed
structure has been discussed.
We have found that the second-order Glauber function is only symmetric in the time-
difference because we introduced time-ordering operators. This was related to the fact
that the creation (or annihilation) operators at different times did not commute. Glauber
dealt with fields far from sources, and he assumed that such fields are free and have
thus symmetric G functions. We dealt here with the field inside the laser cavity. In
Section VII, we shall investigate the radiation of the laser into the outside space.
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VI. LASER OSCILLATOR: MODEL 2
6. 1 INTRODUCTION
We shall now analyze a more general laser model in which no restrictions are put
on the relative magnitude of the various relaxation times. We shall give a description
of the model and then a detailed analysis of the noise-source formulation of the inter-
action between the material system and its reservoir. The noise-source formulation
of the interaction between the field system and its reservoir (loss system) is taken
from the previous sections. These formulations are then combined to obtain the noise-
source formulation of the equations of motion of the laser variables. These equations
are solved, first, below threshold, and second, in various special cases above thresh-
old. Above threshold we use a linearization approximation in which no attempt is made
to retain complete quantum-mechanical consistency, that is, the commutator of certain
noise sources will be neglected. It is equivalent to neglecting what we have called "the
quantum corrections."
6. 2 LASER MODEL
The field system consists of one mode, with resonance angular frequency Wo. The
material system consists of a set of many-level systems (particles). In each particle j
there is one level pair, with resonance angular frequency w0 , which is coupled to the
field mode (coupling constant Kj). The field system is also coupled to a loss reservoir
(see section 2. 4) and the noise-source formulation of its interaction with the field sys-
tem is given in section 3. 3. The material system is also coupled to the material res-
ervoir, which causes pumping, nonradiative decay and randomization of the material
system. We consider two types of reservoir: the first type causes transitions among
the levels; the second type causes only pure phase shifts in the levels. These reser-
voirs will be described in more detail below.
6. 3 NOISE-SOURCE FORMULATION OF THE INTERACTION OF A MANY-LEVEL
SYSTEM WITH ITS RESERVOIR
We consider a single many-level system. We analyze its interactions with a
transition-inducing reservoir, a pure phase-shift inducing reservoir, and with both res-
ervoirs at the same time.
6. 3. 1 Transition-Inducing Reservoir
We assume that each level pair (ij) is coupled to its own reservoir (R(ij)) consisting
of its own set of harmonic oscillators. The various harmonic oscillators of R(ij) are
supposed to be distributed continuously, uniformly and symmetrically around the reso-
nance angular frequency ij of the level pair (ij), with density Ioij I per unit angular
frequency, over an infinitely wide bandwidth. These harmonic oscillators (distinguished
by the superscript v) are supposed to be independent of each other at launching time t = 0;
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their initial state is characterized by the density matrix
PR(ij) P (0); (0) ( = E n/n pi (n). (179a)PR(i() = R Gj) 2In n
We set
.. npij (n). (179b)
In the rotating-wave approximation, we have the following Hamiltonian for the many-level
system and its reservoir
H C= i. i.. + Z 2 ijb I.bi. .+is. .hv.bv (180)
1 ii 1 3 1
i i,j v
where bv. is the annihilation operator of the vth harmonic oscillator of the (ij) reservoirij
if i is above j, and the creation operator of this harmonic oscillator if i is below j;
when i = j we set b. = 0. We refer to section 2. 3 for a description of the variables s..ii 1J
of the many-level system. The Hermitian character of H requires h. = (hv. ) * When
i = j we set hi = 0 and we further assume 2 =hj is independent of v. The reader11 ij
can easily check that the interaction Hamiltonian in Eq. 180 is just a generalization of
the interaction Hamiltonian between a level pair and a field mode, which is given in
Eq. 20. In Eq. 180 we consider many modes coupled to a level pair; furthermore, we
think now of these modes as running waves (e. g., black-body modes): the coupling con-
stant is therefore in general complex. The assumption that each level pair is coupled
to its own set of modes is simply a realistic idealization for the case in which the reso-
nance angular frequencies ij.. I of the various level pairs have no degeneracies.
We introduce wij, Eij, vij and v.j defined by
.ij =Si - 2j;
Eij = +1 if i above ; Eij = -1 if i below j; Eij = 0 if i = j;
v V V V
= Eij= . ; ij = - _... (181)i ij ij 13
If we use the commutator relations among the sij (implied by Eq. 13) and between the
creation and annihilation operator of a harmonic oscillator, we obtain for the equations
of motion
dbV.
dt -il i.bj + ihi.s..E.. (182a)dt ij ij 31 31 31
ds..
13 
iW S i[s.-,Skt] hklbkl (182b)dt ij ijiL 13(1b
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We eliminate the natural time dependences by substituting
i. .t
sij - ij(t) e
b. 
1 i-b (t) e
in Eqs. 182, so that we obtain for the equations of motion of the new slowly time-variant
operators
dbj (t) dt =ijeij_ -i6 v.t
= iVs ji 1
dt =ihi e s..(t) E (184a)dt 1 3 j1 Ji
dsij(t)
dt Ihi -i6lt vkl (184b)
We introduce
fkl(t) = h e kl
V
bki(t)
From Eq. 184a we deduce the integral equation
bl(t) = b() + i hv e-i1ikt' Elkslk(t ') dt '
so that
Ihlk 2fkl(t) = Xkl(t) + i
i6 k(t-t')
e Elkslk(t') dt'.
v
The assumptions that we made about the reservoir allow us to put
iS. .t
e J13
= 2 rrij [ 6(t) ; 6(t) dt =fE
where E is an arbitrary small positive number.
fkl(t) = xkl(t) + ialkSlk(t)
with
alk = Elk Ihlk 2 I'rlk I'
and therefore
6(t) dt 2'2' (188)
We can thus transform (187) to
(189)
(190)
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; x( = hl e bkl(O )
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(185)
(186)
(187)
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v
-i s i t), s (t)
ds ij(t)
dt -i[si(t), skl(t)] Xkl(t) + [sij(t) Skl(t)] Slk(t) alk (191)
or, using Eq. 13,
dsij (t)
dt = -i[sij(t) Skl(t)] Xkl(t) + [sij(t)+6ijskk(t)] akj (192)
In Eqs. 182b, 184b, 191 and 192 the Einstein summation notation was used.
Equation 192 is not of the Langevin type, that is, it is not split in a first term
(averaged equation) containing only system variables (s) and a second term that is a
noise source with zero average value. It is, however, of the type discussed in
Appendix C. From (179), (185), and (188) it follows that x(t) fulfills all of the conditions
put on x(t) in Appendix C. We have, in particular,
<Xkl(t)mn(t)) = Wmn knlm 6(t-t') (193)
wmn = 21an n if m above n
= 2 amn mn+1) if m below nmn mn
= 0 if m = n (194)
wmn + 2amn =nm (195)
In Appendix C it is shown that equations of the type (192) can be transformed to the
Langevin form, the averaged equations can be found from the drift terms (a-terms) in
the first-order term of a perturbation expansion and from the "xx" terms in the second-
order term of the perturbation expansion, and the second-order moments of the Langevin
forces (noise sources) can be found from cross-multiplying the "x" terms of the first-
order term of the perturbation expansion. From (192) it follows that the first-order
term and the second-order "xx" term of the perturbation expansion are, respectively,
Dt tDt t+Dt
+D t 1)
Dt - ij s (k( t)]dt dt 2mn(t2 kl (196)
If now we set
dsij (t)
dt Aij(t) + Fi(t) ; ij(t) 0, (197)
then it follows from Eqs. C. 7, C. 9, 193 and 196 that
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Aij(t) = -[[sij(t), Skl(t)], Smn(t)] 2 Wk16mlnk + [sij(t)+6ijskk(t)] akj. (198)
From Eqs. C. 13, 193 and 196 it follows that
<Fij(t)Fpq(t') = 6(t-t'){... }
{ .... [= -[ij(t(), sk(t)][pq(t), Smn(t)>R Wmn6knS6lm (199)
If we use Eqs. 13 and 195, we can easily transform Eqs. 198 and 199 to
Aij(t = [i(t)(wki+ kj) + ijskkwi k (200a)
k
i Fpq (t 6(tt) [ iq (tR Wkj6jp + (s(t)\ Wik iq p
W~l·a,(s ., w W.. (200b)
- Sij (t)R pj pq - spq(t)) wiS (200b)
The interpretation of Eqs. 200 will be given in section 6. 3. 3.
6. 3. 2 Pure Phase Shift-Inducing Reservoir
We assume that a reservoir exists that introduces collisionlike perturbations in the
many-level system: Each time a collision c of type (i) occurs, it introduces an inde-
pendent random phase shift exp(ii c ) in level i> with
/R = 0. (201)
These collisions occur at a rate i in Poisson-like fashion, that is, the probability of
occurring in dt is given by yidt and different collisions are independent events. The
equation of motion for sij(t) (slowly time-variant) is
ds i(t)
dt = [, (t+ )-Si (t)] 6(t-tc), (202)
t
c
where tc is the time at which collision c occurs, and t + and t are, respectively, theC  C
time immediately after and before that collision. For a collision c of type k occurring
at time t we havec
sij(tck = sij(tc) i + ( 1 -) ik+ e kj .1++ i~
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We have
ij (t k)> S(tc)3 Rij
sj(t+,k) - sij(t ) 0 iff i j and k = i or j.
From these assumptions and equations we obtain immediately
dsij (t)
dt R
'ij())~ R J
Here, we have set
rJh = rP = (1-6ij)(.i+Yj).
If we set
ds ij(t)
dt = Aij (t) + Fij (t)
with
A ij(t) -sij(t) r iPh;
F =ij(t) - [i(t)k-Sij(t) 6(t-t)
t
C
then we have
(Fij (t) R = 0,
(207b)
- Aij (t),
(208)
/Fij(t)Fpq(t R
13 pq R
t t'
c c
(209)
We leave it to the reader to check that Eq. 209 can be transformed to
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Yk (s i(t+, k) -sij (t 
QI S. + -ij(t) 6(ti-t- -A M 
s[~\ s '' b(ti -A (.R' ))pq(t'+) qj ' t ) p
(Fij(t)F pq(t') = 6(t-t') Yk([Sij(tk)-sij(t)l[ pq (tk)Spq (t)
k
= 6(t-t')(1-6 ij)(l-6pq)(ZYiiq+ZY6p) s ij(t)sp (t)) R
= 6(t-t') ( iq(t))R (-6 ij)(1-6pq)(Zyi 6iq +Zy) jp
= 5(t-t)<S iq(t)> (rPh+rPh-rph) 6.R J pq lq / jp'
6. 3. 3 Generalizations and Interpretations
We first want to know what happens if the transition-inducing reservoir and the phase
shift-inducing reservoir are both present. We do not want to go through the calculations
again, but it is straight-forward to check that the average equations just add, that the
Langevin forces of the two reservoirs are uncorrelated, so that also the second-order
moments of the Langevin forces just add. This property is not just a trivial consequence
of the fact that the two types of reservoir forces are (obviously) independent. We intro-
duce the following notation
R!"i = Sw R(i) si w s... (211 a)in = kkWik out = ii ki i (111a)
k k
r i = Wki ; r = rji 1 (ri+r) + rijh. (21 lb)
k
Note that
r ph =2 r r .; -r (211c)
We obtain from (197) and (206), (197) and (208), (200a) and (207a), (200b) and (210),
respectively
dsij(t)
dt = Aij (t) + Fij (t) (212a)
Fij (t)) R = 0 (212b)
Aij(t) = -sij(t) rij + 6ij R!i) (212c)1.3 1.3 1.3 ij in.
Fij (t)F (t')N = 6(t-t')[6jp(r..+r ) s()
ij~ pq L ~P~ i~ pq 1qsiq~) i) R\ qiq'j p \ i +./ R(
-
6 pq Ksij(t)t)) R w ip. (21 2d)R PJ ~ 
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If we consider Eq. 212c for i = j, then we see that the constants wij should be interpreted
as the transition probability from j into i. Indeed, first, Eq. 194 show that these tran-
sition probabilities are the (well-known) spontaneous and stimulated transition proba-
bilities, and second, the average value of the operators Ri) and R(i) are then,in. out
respectively, the average total atomic rate into level i and out of level i. The con-
stant r. is the transition probability out of level i; Eq. 212c shows then that the average1
rate of change per unit time of a diagonal element sii is equal to the average of the total
rate in minus the total rate out. The pure phase-shift reservoir induces no transitions
and thus gives no contributions to A. (t). If we consider (212Zc) for i * j, then we see
that r.. should be interpreted as the decay constant for the average of the off-diagonal
element sij; this decay constant is equal to one half of the total transition probability
1]out of levels j and i plus the decay constant rij caused by the pure phase-shift reser-
voir. The most important aspect of (212d) is that every second-order moment is
expressed in terms of the decay constants and transition probabilities that enter into
the averaged equations. This can be called a fluctuations-dissipation theorem. More
specific interpretations are not always easy. Consider the various special cases. We
set (Fij(t)Fpq(t')) 6(t-t') <ijpq . Note that ijpq)+ = (qpji>. In the following for-
mulas one can derive all possible second-order moments by symmetry or by taking
Hermitian conjugates. The i, j, p, q are considered to be different. Moments
involving one level:
Ki)iiii) + Rot) (213)in. ou
Moments involving two levels:
<iiij) <sij) r i ; (ji) (s i) wij (214a)
(ii) = - wjj (jj w = - Rtr + R(i)) (214b)i <i> wji <~sjj> UJ \tr. tr.
ijij> = 0 (214c)
<ijji) = (Ri) + (sii) (r+ 2 r ph (214d)
Moments involving three levels:
iijp > = -<Sjp) wij Jp ; = ijpi) = 0;
<jiip = Sjp (r ji+rip-rp). (215)
Moments involving four levels:
(ijpq)=O. (216)
The noise sources associated with diagonal elements (Eqs. 213 and 214b) can clearly be
interpreted as shot-noise sources. Note also that these noise sources all commute.
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Cross moments of noise sources associated with off-diagonal elements are more dif-
ficult to interpret. They are zero unless they are associated with transitions in and out
of a common level. The most important one is given by Eq. 214d. If the material inter-
acts only with the reservoir and reaches the steady state, then we have Ri =
/RMt (is)(iS) ri and thus <ijji> = 2r.. <s.. >. If the level pair (ij) interacts also with
out) I 11
a field system that transfers particles out of level i at an average rate <R>, then, in
the steady state, Ri) (Rout) + <R>, so that <ijji> = 2ij sii + <R>. The fact
that these expressions have no simple classical analogue is related to the fact that sij
has no classical analogue. Although we said that sij can be interpreted as being propor-
tional to the positive or negative frequency components of the polarization, the fact that
s..s.. = s.. cannot be interpreted in classical terms. It is mainly this expression that is
responsible for the strange forms of the noise-source moment <ijji>. If we are willing
to accept that relation, then it is clear that, e. g., the form <ijji> = 2rij (sii) is a
Nyquist type of formula. The cross moments of noise sources associated with diagonal
and off-diagonal elements are even more difficult to interpret; note that they are all
proportional to the average value of off-diagonal elements. If the material only inter-
acts with its reservoir, then the steady-state value of these averages are zero; if,
however, the material interacts also with a field system then these averages are
not necessarily zero.
The formulas given here are less general than those derived by Lax 1 0 because we
have considered reservoirs that do not induce frequency shifts. In the transition reser-
voirs we could easily drop the assumption of symmetric distribution of the reservoir
oscillators; instead of working with the Dirac delta function (Eq. 188), we should then
have to work with the u-function (Eqs. 33); this generalization involves no difficulties.
For the phase shift-inducing reservoir we adopted a phenomenological model and worked
it out in an exact way. We could also have adopted a Hamiltonian that describes the
interactions of a many-level system with a phonon reservoir and analyzed it in a similar
way, as we did for the transition-inducing reservoir. Frequency shifts could then easily
be included.
The relation between our derivation and those of other authors will be discussed in
Section VIII.
6.4 EXACT EQUATIONS
We consider again the complete laser model, that is, the field mode, the material
system, the loss system and the material reservoir, and their various interactions. The
effect of the loss system on the field system has been described in Section III. It intro-
duces a decay constant ,u (Eq. 51) and a noise source xL(t) (Eq. 53); the properties of
,u and xL(t) are clearly unaffected by the coupling of the field system to the material
system. For the material system we cannot reach the same conclusion in such a simple
way because the derivation of the Langevin forces for the material is not as straight-
forward as for the field. We have described the interaction of one many-level system
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with its reservoir. Now we have a large number of many-level systems, and these are
now coupled to the field. The derivation given in Section 6. 3 is based on Appendix C.
This Appendix is, however, much more general, and includes the more complicated case
that we are now dealing with. We repeat the implications of Appendix C that we need
here. Equation C. 1 symbolizes in particular the following equations.
ds (t) ds (t)
dt S(t)[xl(t)+a1 ] dt = s 2 (t)[x 2(t)+a 2 ]
ds' (t)
0t - s'(t)[x(t)+al]. (217)dt - ( 1
If the reservoir forces x 2 (t) and x l (t) are uncorrelated, then the only contribution to the
average equation (A1 ) comes from the drift term (a 1 -term) in the first-order term of the
perturbation expansion, that is, it can immediately be identified from Eqs. 217. If the
reservoir forces xl(t) and xl(t) are uncorrelated, then the Langevin forces associated
with s and s' are uncorrelated (this does not necessarily mean that they are inde-
O 0
pendent).
If we consider the Hamiltonian describing the field system (Eq. 10), the material
system (Eq. 15 summed over all particles), the interaction of field and material (Eq. 20),
the loss system and its interaction with the field (Eqs. 28 and 30), an independent reser-
voir for each particle (e. g., Eq. 180 summed over all particles), then write the Heisen-
berg equations of motion, transform them to the form (217) by expressing the reservoir
forces at t as a function of the reservoir forces a, t= 0 (see Eqs. 48 and 186), and apply
the previous statement, then we reach the following conclusions. -
(i) The average terms of the Langevin equations (A) are identical to those previously
derived by considering each particle and the field system separately, except for
additional terms derived from the interaction Hamiltonian between field and material
(Eq. 20) through the Heisenberg formula.
(ii) The Langevin forces for each particle and for the field have the same second-
order moments as previously derived (Eqs. 54, 55b, 212d). Also, the loss noise source
and the noise sources for each particle are all uncorrelated with each other. We have
thus far not been able to prove that they are also independent of each other. If this were
so, we could immediately conclude that the noise sources driving the laser are Gaussian;
indeed, as we shall see, the material noise sources enter as a linear combination of the
noise sources of each particle. Since there are so many particles, the central limit
theorem would ensure the Gaussian character of the material noise sources. We know
that the loss noise source is Gaussian. If it is independent of the material noise sources,
then they would all be joint-Gaussian.
We shall assume this independence property in the sequel. We expect it, if not to be
exact, to be at least a very good approximation.
The equations (17), (35-39), and (211-212) contain enough information to obtain the
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Fig. 10. Level pair (1, 2) of many-level system.
Langevin formulation of our laser model in the following form
da + a - Kp = XL;
jFp--
*
K. pja = x.;J J 
(218a)and Hermitian conjugate
and Hermitian conjugate (2 1 8b)
(218c)d+ 2(¢.a+ P+K:*p;a) + pjp - qjrp = (rp)j + (Xp)jdt i \J j jpp pq
dqj
dt - Pjrqp+ qjrqq (q)j + (Xq)j (218d)
ds kk
dt + rkskk -
= 1.Skk + q]
k j 
W kk,S kk , + 2 (Wkl-Wk2)P 2
k,
(wkl+wk)q = F.kk
_ i
If 12)j and I >)j represent the upper and lower level of the level pair of particle j that
interacts with the field mode, and if Ik)j represents any other level of that particle
(Fig. 10), then the notations used in Eqs. 218 are
1 phr=r 1 = (r +F z) + rp ;1z 2 1 2 ~12
rp=W2 1 +w 1 +r49
rpq = 2 - w12 + rqp
; 11'I T, (Wk+Wk
; rqq = 2 (k+wkZ)
; qp =2 (Wkl-k2)
k
(219a)
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dPj
dt
dpj
(218e)
(218f)
(rp)j = Z (W2k-Wlk)(Skk)j (rq)j = z (W2k+wlk)(Skk).
; xj = (F 2 1 )j ; (Xp) = (F 2 2 -F 11 )j (Xq)j = (F 22 +F1 )j
xL XL: See Eqs. 53 and 55L L ; F : See Eq. 212d
We shall also introduce
P = : P. ; Q= Zqj ; Skk = (Skk)j ;
j
Rp = Z (rp)j = (zk-wlk) Skkj k
; RQ= Z (rq)j= z (W2k+Wlk) Skk
k
Xp = (Xp)j
j
Xm + (Kjx) (/r)j JJ
rj= (Kj a+ pj+K Pia)
; XQ= (Xq)j
3
; Xkk = J (Fkk)jik- k 
; X =X +X ;m L
; R= r
j 
IKj 12 rj; R = 
J
PL: See Eq. 31a m = p_)/<p>
= r/(r+) ; 1 - E = L/(r+ ). (220d)
We see from Eq. 218c that rj is the net rate for one particle at which electrons are
transferred from the upper level (2) to the lower level (1) through radiation. The param-
eter R is the net rate for all particles.
If we operate with ( d + r) on Eq. 218a and use Eq. 218b, we obtain
+ (r+,) d + ( x jIp a
3
(dt + r) L
C + da+ Edt ( _r-L 3r~ jj z p a = EX
with
C = (d -x)(r+o)- = correction term.
From Eqs. 218c and 218a we deduce
dP dd + 4,ua+a +Pr -Qr R +Xp +(a+xL-x La).
t pp Q 6pq9
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(219b)
(219c)
(220a)
(220b)
(220c)
2d a
dt2
or
+ I jxj (22 la)
(221b)
(221c)
(222)
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Finally, from (221b) and (222) we deduce
da+a + 2E ( r- l 
j
Kj 12 p) a a+a C+ C + a = E(a+x-+x+a)
dt + 4[ (1-E) + Er
-l 1 2pj a+a + Prpp - Qrpq - 2(a+C+C+a)
= Rp + Xp + 2(1-E)(a +XL+x+La)
These equations can be complemented by
dQ
- Prdt
dSkk
dt
- 2 (a+x+xa)
qp + Qrq = RQ + XQqq  
IkSkk
-k
k,
1 1
WkkSkk, + k (Wk-k2) P - l+Wk2 )Q = Xkk
Z Skk+ Q = N.
k
We mention also two exact steady-state relations.
2<R> = KRp-Prpp+Qrpq) = 4 a+a) - 41 L
RQ+Prqp-Qrqq)= O.
From.(218c) and (222) we obtain
(224a)
(224b)
We now compile the important noise-source moments. We use the notation
<x(t)x'(t')> = 6(t-t') <xx' >. We obtain
([X+ , 2 ([xxL ) = 2(1+2p
(x, Xj = (2r-rpp)p+rpqq+rpJ SS
2rq+ rqpp- rqq q+rq
(Zrpj +2rj
-' (2rqj KIx. x])([X ,X =
([+ m]) s
(Xm, Xm]]
s Z IKj I pj+PR'/r2
12q )ss /2r I |Kj
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(223a)
(223b)
(223c)
I -
(XQXQ= (-Prqp+Qr qqRQ s 2 RQ)
KXpXp) = P(-2rpq+rqp) +Q(2rpp-rqq) +RQ s s = 2rpqP+2r Q
(XpXQ)= Prqq-Qr qp+RP
xrnXP = +2rpp Y- K~jpj) 2 r pq )/r
K[xx] m p) pp Kq) K r Q pqq j R
x x Xkk])= +(Wkl-wkz) Q< /PR F
([XmXkkJ = -(Wkl +wk2) Kjp)/. (225)
We know that the noise sources Xp,Xq and Xkk can be interpreted as shot-noise sources.
The rather unfamiliar forms given here result from the fact that S22 = P+ and S1 1 = P
have been expressed in terms of P = P+ - P_ and Q = P + P_.
We have now formulated the exact equations that describe our laser model. These
equations are complicated because (i) they are nonlinear, (ii) the population statistics
can become very complicated, and (iii) the coupling constant IKj 12 is in general a
function of j; this requires, in fact, that the equations for every particle should be
retained. In most of the sequel we shall assume that Kj can be replaced by an appro-
2priate average K .
6.5 SOLUTIONS IN SPECIAL CASES
We shall treat the steady state below threshold, the semiclassical analysis (that is,
without noise sources) of the steady state above threshold, the phase fluctuations above
threshold, and give a discussion of the general case and the intensity fluctuations in the
case for which the material system consists of strictly two-level systems.
6. 5. i Operation Sufficiently below Threshold
If no noise sources were present (semiclassical theory), the steady-state solution
would lead to a zero field, and the pump statistics would lead to a steady-state popula-
tion inversion Po (c-number). From Eq. 221a it follows that the condition for opera-
tion below threshold is given by
2
>- -- P = · /P_ (226)
> o P/
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If the noise sources are present (quantum theory), we set
KjI 2 Pj = K 2(P+P1). (227)
From Eq. 221a we obtain
d2a da 2 d
dZ (,,+r) dt + r(ui-y) a + K =XL +P - x rx (228)
dt2
Let us now assume in a first approximation that (symbolically)
K2P/ <(L-Y) (229)
We can then approximate (228) by
d2 a+(r) d (-y)a d xL + rx-. (230)
dt
The properties of the noise sources xL and x = xm + xL were discussed in section 6. 4.
These noise sources are Gaussian, x is independent of and the second-orderm in n t
moments are proportional to Dirac delta functions. The proportionality constants, which
are also the magnitude of the (frequency-independent) spectra of these noise sources, are
given by (see Eqs. 225)
KLXL = 2 [3L [x, x = -2, (231a)
< m m> m r r r(231b)
We make now the following approximation in (231b)
AP++2- = P0 ; <P+r) P (231c)
We shall show that this approximation is necessary in order to retain quantum-
mechanical consistency with the approximation (229). It means that <R/r>, that is,
the average number of particles transferred through radiation from the upper to the
lower level in the mean time r 1 , is very small compared with the average number of
excited particles. We obtain then
x = r P+ = 2y(l+P) ; xmxm = -y (231d)
x x-) = 2 L + 2y(1+m) ; [x ,x+] = 2(.-y). (231e)
From now on, we make no further approximations. We solve (230) with the technique
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of Appendix A. If we set
Ku(t+T)v(t) = u()v(-o) e (232)
then we obtain
iwxL(o) + x() (233)
-W2 + (+ +r)iw + r( 1L-Y)
and thus
<(a+()a(-) =D [ LX2 Kx )+ r 2 (x+x-)] (234a)
a (2)])2 [a ([X 2xL]>+ r ([x-,x+]]) (34b)
D = [Fr(.-y)- 2]2 + (+Fr) z 2
= ( 2 +a2 ) (2 +b 2 ). (234c)
The spectra of the noise sources are given in Eqs. 231a and 231e. The spectra of
(a+(t+T)a(t)) and ([a(t+T),a+(t)]) are thus rather complicated functions. We shall not
give here a general discussion of the shape of these spectra. We obtain correlation
functions by using the following formula, which is valid for any A, B, and positive
Re (a and b):
i+ o 2) A+B iT d= e a TI A - B ebII B - b2 Ak zA+B e 2a 2 + 2b (235a)
o (c2+a)(W2 +b2 ) a -b a -b
1+0 2A+B dw 1 IB\
- o ( 2 +aZ)( 2 +b2 ) = 2(a+b)
From Eq. 234c it follows that a and b are given by
1 1 2 + 2 / z
a,b = 1 (+r ) ± 2 [(4-r) +4yr]l/2 =I-(t+r) I 2 [(-±+r)z 4r(-LY)]1/2. (236)
The appropriate values for A and B can be read from (234a) or (234b). With the help of
these formulas, we can thus obtain the correlation functions (a (t+r)a(t)) and
([a(t+T),a+(t)]). We do not want to discuss these results in detail. We want, however,
to calculate G 1(0) and ([a(t),a+(t)]> . Note that
a+b= u +r ; ab= r(L-y) ; E=+r (237)
so that
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2 x+xG1(0) = a+(t)a(t)) = LxL) r x2 (r+F) 2r(jF-)(L+ r)
= (1-E)PL + - [[PL+Y(+Pm)] (238)
[a(t) a+(t)]) = (1-E) + E (F-v) = 1. (239)
We shall now discuss an approximation that is very good close to threshold, but not
good enough to retain accuracy up to the quantum level. We assume that
E( -)
6 +r << (240)
da d
We neglect d a and d x L in Eq. 181, and treat thus the equation
dt 2 dt L
dt + E(t-y)a = Ex . (241)
We obtain
(a+(t+T)a(t)> L E_ [PL+Y(1+m)] e-(Y T (242a)
[a(t+T),a + ( t ) ] = E e- (L-y) T (242b)
Equation 242 is clearly not correct. If we compare it with the exact results (234-239),
we find that (242a) is correct to order 6, but that (242b) is only correct to order E. This
eventuates because the commutator does not contain the "enhancement" factor L/(L-Y).
The relatively large error in the commutator decays very fast with -r (that is, with decay
constant L + r), so that the error is less important than (242b) for = 0 would suggest
(see Fig. 11).
E(- y) 
+ .\
\L a (t+T ), a (t)J2
.', DECAY ( + )
. -DECAY E ( - y)
T T
Fig. 11. Steady state below Threshold. - - - Exact solution;
Approximation.
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Since the noise sources are Gaussian, the steady-state field is also Gaussian and
the higher order moments can be derived from the second-order moments given here.
In particular,
G2 (T) = [G1 (T)]2 + [G 1(0)] 2 (243a)
GI(T) = G (T) [Gl(T)+K[a(t+T),a+(t)]>] + [G (0)] 2 . (243b)
From the approximate result (Eq. 242a) we find
G2 (T) - [Gi(0)]2 +y (IP e ( , (243c)E e- - (243c)
Gl(0)
where E = r/(r+). Thus we see that a finite material bandwidth (E<1) has the effect of
decreasing the bandwidth of the spectrum of the relative intensity fluctuations.
We also mention that the results for G 1, G 2 ,... Gn can be rederived from an equiv-
alent classical model consisting of an LC circuit loaded by a loss conductance and a
frequency-dependent gain conductance. This can be understood from the fact that the
"exact" linear equation (230) can be written in the Laplace formalism (with d = s) in
the following form
yr r
sa + a s + r a =L+ + r X (244)
The frequency-dependent factor yr/(s+r) describes the effect of finite material band-
width on the gain conductance. For r- oo, it becomes equal to y. We associate with
± and y the Gaussian noise sources x and x± with spectra given by
L m
xLX = Lx 2 PL ( x M x = 2YL (1+P ) (245)
These are the familiar Nyquist noise sources associated with thermal excitations and
spontaneous emission. Because of the finite bandwidth of the material, these noise
sources are coupled to the circuit as shown in (244). This is a well-known effect in clas-
sical noise theory. This circuit equation can again be solved either exactly or with the
approximation discussed previously.
From the approximate equation (241a), one can deduce an equation for a a. We obtain
da+a + +- +
dt + 2E( -y) aa = E(a x +x a). (246)
From (241a) and the techniques of Appendix C (see also section 4.8) we derive immediately
a+ x + x+a = E[2I1P +2y(1+P )] + x(t) ; (x(t) = ;
(x(t+r)x(t)) = ( a a> [4j(2+ FL) IP + 4y(- m) J L }+ y( 1Pm) 6(
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In section 4. 8 we interpreted these expressions for the case E = 1, by means of a rate-
equation model and shot noise. If however E < 1 (finite material bandwidth), then such
an interpretation becomes difficult. Note that the effective net stimulated rate appears
to be multiplied by the factor E, the average thermal excitation and spontaneous emis-
2 2
sion drives by the factor E and the moment of the "shot-noise source" also by E . We
have not tried to interpret these effects physically.
6. 5. 2 Semiclassical Analysis above Threshold
If we neglect all noise sources, we obtain for the steady state above threshold from
Eqs. 218a and 218b
Ilas ~j i(r)j ; ' Ej Kj(PJ) - Kj I (Pj)5 a 0, (247)
where the subscript s stands for semiclassical. Thus for a s * 0,
1 E I Kj I (Pj)s = 1 (248)
In order to obtain a s , we have to solve Eqs. 218c-f. This is, in principle, a simple
problem and thus we suppose that a s has been determined. Note that (Pj)s is the popu-
lation inversion as established by the field and the material reservoir. In some of the
following formulas we shall assume that the presence of the noise sources does not
change much to the average population inversion, that is, we shall set
((Pj)) = (Pj)s (249)
The subscript or superscript s will then also stand for "saturated."
6. 5. 3 Phase Fluctuations above Threshold
One knows that "sufficiently" above threshold the field has small amplitude fluctua-
tions around a large average value, and a slow phase drift. When the bandwidth of the
spectra that we want to derive is very small compared with + , then we can neglect
the term C in Eq. 221b. Above threshold the bandwidth of the phase fluctuations
becomes rapidly very small (it is inversely proportional to power output). Therefore
we may use
da r + I Kj Pa = Ex-. (250)
We set, with Lax, for sufficiently excited fields
a(t) = a eu(t)+iv (t ) +(t) a+ eu(t)-iv(t) (251); a se , (2
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where a is given by the semiclassical analysis (c-number), and where u and v are
Hermitian operators. All moments of e are supposed to be small compared with the
corresponding moments of a s and a We obtains'
i dt + KjP) = Ex(a) 1 (252a)dt dt r E P 
du - . dv \J· 2"\·+ + -l (252b)
t dt r+E j/i iPj)=Ex(a
If we subtract these equations we obtain
Idv= [x-(a) l-x+(a+) ] = (t) (253)
and thus
( [v(t+T)-v(t)] 2 ) = Tj 4 x-  + a+a) = (254a)
4a+a)L a(a+aP 
Why we may treat (a )- 1 as independent of xi in the evaluation of the noise-source
moment is well known from the theories of Appendix C. Spontaneous emission and
thermal excitation have been neglected with respect to stimulated emission in the evalu-
ation of these moments (<nv(t)) = 0, and (a+a) = <aa+) in Eq. 254a). The phases
present in (a )- have no effect on the moments of the noise source nv because in any
-1-1 v
moment (a) and (a ) appear in products such that the phase drops out. We finally
neglected amplitude fluctuations in (a)- 1 and (a+) 1 for the evaluation of the moments
of nv. Therefore, (a)- 1 and (a+) 1 become in effect constant c-numbers in nv, so that
nv is Gaussian. Therefore,
+a ei [ V (t + T) - v(t ) = a+a e 2 (254c)
If we neglect the influence of the amplitude fluctuations on G1(T) = a+(t+T)a(t)>, then
we have evaluated G1(T) in the expression (254c), but at the same time we have neglected
"quantum corrections," that is, we find for a(t+r)a+(t)) the same result as for G1 (T).
We see that G 1 (T) has a Lorentzian spectrum with full width at half-power equal to W.
Since the power transmitted in the laser beam is given by
p= 2asai0o , (255)
we obtain
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w o (21iE)2 ( + pm+ +Pj) (256)
2p
For E - 1, this result agrees exactly with Eq. 174. Since E = r/(r+L), we see that the
effect of finite material bandwidth (r) is to decrease the laser bandwidth.
6. 5. 4 Discussion of the General Case
We shall assume that IKj 2 can be replaced by an appropriate average K2 in
2; Kj 2 pj and in R' = Kj rj, so that
Kj 1 2 pjK ; R' K2R. (257)
Equations 221a, 222 and 223c then form a complete set of nonlinear equations for the
variables a, a +,a a, P, Q and Skk. The moments of the noise sources can be derived
from (225). The expression a+x + xLa can be transformed by means of (218a) and the
theory of Appendix C to
a+ L + (258)x +x+a = XL + xL(t) 
and to evaluate the moments of xL(t ) we treat a as independent of x We set, with
Haken,
a(t) = e - iO(t) [Rs+Rl(t)] a+(t) = [R +R(t)] e (t)
P s + P ( t ) ; Q = Qs + Q (t ) ; Skk S (s) )t (259)
I 1(t kk= kk kk' (259)
where the parameters with subscript s are given by the semiclassical analysis. We
linearize the equations in the parameters with subscript 1 and obtain
-2iRd2 + dO- eiO dL i+ x d L + r O (260a)rx e-i (260a)L dt2 d Ldt Ldt
FR+ e dx + dL -i2zL + (L+r)- d- K2RsP ei-+ rx + dL + rx] eidt Ldt
dP 1 dR 1
+ 4Rs-R + 8RsR + Plrpp -Qlrpq = p+2 X +x)dt dt I pp 1 pq P P L
dt Pqp + Q = R ) + XQqq Q Q
dt rk kk - WkkS k(1) + (Wkl-wkz)Pl- 2 (Wkl+k 2)Q1
= Xkk
k'
S ( 1)
+ Q1 = 0.
(2 60b)k
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The definitions of the r's and R's are given in Eqs. 219-220.
We note, first, that the phase factor e i in the right-hand side of Eqs. 260 has no
influence on the moments of the noise sources (see Appendix C and section 6. 5. 3).
Second, we may neglect the average value of the noise sources containing e± iO and a .
By so doing we neglect the average drives of the thermal excitation and spontaneous
emission. Below threshold these drives are responsible for the fact that the laser has
any output at all; above threshold we can safely neglect these drives, as compared with
the average stimulated emission drives, because R is so large. Consistently, we
neglect the difference between a+a and aa+ in evaluating the second-order moments of
these noise sources. We thus treat e±ie and a ± effectively as c-numbers in the noise
sources.
Note that all noise sources in (260b) commute among each other. For instance, from
(225) and (Z47),
+2r Pj -
(eie e e eie K x + e , X K P ·p i
= (+2rpp/r)(R R s- R s ) = 0, (261)
so that if we solve Eqs. 260b by considering R 1 , P 1 , ... either as operators or as
c-numbers, we obtain the same results for the moments. The solution is, of course,
in general very complicated, but since all noise-source moments can be calculated from
(225), it is in principle straight forward if we apply the frequency-space techniques of
Appendix A. Haken 4 solved it for the case in which the material system consists of
2three-level systems. The spectrum of R 1 is then of fourth order in a . We shall con-
sider in section 6. 5. 5 a special case in which the spectrum of R 1 is only of second order
2in .
The equation for 8 does not contain any of the other variables R 1 , P, .... If we
neglect the drift velocity of 0 with respect to (ui+r), that is, if we neglect (d 0/dt Z) and
(dxL/dt) in Eq. 260a we obtain the solution discussed in section 6. 5. 3.
The noise source of (260a) is not independent, however, and does not commute
with all of the noise sources of (260b). Indeed,
e-iox -x+eie eieo x+x+ei]) xx+] = = -4<R>/r<P>
([e x e ,e x +x +ei] 0 (262a)
(KeiePx+ei,XP]= (+2rpp/r)2jRs = +2rpp <R>/rRS
([e x -x e ,Xp] = 0, (262b)
where <R> = 2±Rs is the net rate at which particles are transferred from the upper level
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to the lower level through radiation. It is not so difficult to show that all of these
moments play approximately an equally important part in Eqs. 260. The ratio of the
commutator in (262a) to the moment of the noise source driving or R 1 [which is
x-, x+]+) = 4 ( + m+ PL)] is of order <R>/r <P>, that is, the ratio of the average
number of particles transferred through radiation in the mean time r to the number
of inverted particles. Below threshold we neglected that ratio because its contribution
to the ratio of commutator to anticommutator [which was of order (-y)/y] was negli-
gible. Above threshold, however, it is the only contribution; besides, it is possible to
check that it is in fact of order (y-[)/p (in the notation of Section V). When it becomes
of order 1 we are already operating very high above threshold.
If we neglect the influence of the amplitude fluctuations on G 1, then we do not need
the correlation between R 1 and , but we no longer have quantum accuracy (compare
section 6. 5. 3). Of course, the influence of the amplitude fluctuations on G 1 becomes
very small rapidly somewhat above threshold. The parameter does not enter into the
expression for GI (T) but does enter in the expression for G2 (T). We can then calculate
GI and neglect the difference between G2 and GI. Close to threshold we can expect from
the previous considerations (see also Section V) that this difference is small compared
with the fluctuations in GI; very high above threshold we can expect this difference to
be of the same order as the fluctuations in G, but these fluctuations are there very
small, anyway.
We shall now discuss also the approximate equations that result from neglecting C
in Eqs. 221 and 223. We have shown by our considerations for the steady state below
threshold that such an approximation is justified if the bandwidth of the intensity fluc-
tuations is very small compared with (+r). If we use (257), we have in (223) a com-
plete set of equations for a+a, P, Q, and Skk. The properties of the noise sources are
given in Eqs. 225. The noise sources Xp, XQ, and Fkk have been interpreted as shot-
noise sources. The noise sources of the type a x + x a are again transformed
(compare section 6. 5. 1, Eqs. 246):
m m \ m 
+- +R>a xm +x ma = E (xmxm + xm(t) ; xm(t)/ = 0 (263a)xxs = (2K</r) x = 2(1+ +2r>) (263b)
xm(t+T)xm(t) =[ (aa) +m ) +2(l +s +2r<P>] (T) (263c)
a xL + xLa = E XLx + XL(t) ; L(t 0 (264a)
E (x + xL = E2 1±PL (264b)
L(t+T)xL(t) = [a+a 4(+ L)+ L] (2 64c)
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[(t+), XPQ(t)] = + Ka+ Z P± 1j Kpa 6(T)
M(t+) , , Sk k + T Ar j 3j)
=r ( p iaas )] 6(T) (265)
where <R> is the net rate at which particles are transferred from upper to lower state
through radiation, and r' symbolyzes the appropriate r's as given in Eqs. 225.
The average drives in (263b) and (264b) can be interpreted for E = 1 as spontaneous
emission and thermal excitation. Note that the spontaneous emission is proportional to
P++ R and not to /P+ . For E < 1, these drives are multiplied by a factor E, and
the coupling to a a and P as described in (223) gives rise to another factor E or E - 1.
We have not tried to interpret this physically. These average drives were extremely
important below threshold because they were responsible for the fact that the laser had
any output at all; above threshold we may safely neglect them, as compared with the
stimulated average drives (proportional to a+sas)
Equations 263c can be interpreted as moments of shot-noise sources (see section 4. 8
for an interpretation of the independent rates). They are now coupled to a+a and P, as
shown in Eqs. 223. If E < 1, this coupling introduces again factors E , (1-E) or E(1-E).
We have not tried to interpret that effect physically. The factor 2 in (223b) simply shows
that the "shot" for P is 2. The correction terms in (263c) and (264c) will again be
neglected above threshold.
Equation 265 shows that the shot-noise sources associated with radiative transfer
and pump or nonradiative transfer commute but are not uncorrelated. It shows also that
all noise sources in (223) commute, so that the solution is not affected by the fact that
a a, P, Q, and Skk are operators.
In order to solve Eqs. 223, we set
a a= aas + n(t) P = P + P(t) ; .... (266)
where sas, Ps, ... are given by the semiclassical analysis, We linearize the equa-
tions in n1 , P1, . .. , and apply the techniques of Appendix A in order to obtain the
second-order moments, in particular, the second order moment of n1 (t). We have then
calculated
G2(T) = (aIa) + nj(t+T)nl(t) . (267)
Again, the calculations can become rather involved unless one simplifies the model for
the material statistics.
6. 5. 5 Strictly Two-level System and Highly Inverted System
We shall restrict ourselves to the case in which the rate-equation formulation
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discussed in section 6. 5. 4 is valid, that is, we assume that the bandwidth of the intensity
fluctuations is small compared with (r). This condition should be checked
a posteriori.
We first discuss the case in which the material system consists of strictly two-level
systems. From Eqs. 219, 220, and 224 it follows that
Q= N ;r pp 2 1 +w 1 2 r p W 2 -w1 2 ; Rp = ; R =0 ;pp pq w12 '
(267a)
2<R> 4 a+a) - 4PL = Qrpq -<P>r p. (267b)
We set
rpqQ = ppPo (267c)
so that Po is the population inversion established by the material reservoir alone. Equa-
tions 223 now read
dt + 2E[p-(K /r)P] a+a = E(a+x +x+a) = x1 (268a)
dP 2d-dt+ 4[p(1-E)+E(K /r)P] a+a + r pp(P-Po )
Xp + 2(1-E)(a+xL +xa) - 2(a+xm+xa) = Xp + x2 (268b)
E = r/(r+±). (268c)
We neglect the average value of the noise sources x 1 and x2 (and thus the LP3L term in
Eq. 267b),a +and the difference between Ka+a) and(aa+) in their second-order moments.
We set
26 2
P = Ps + P1 ; a+a = R s + nl (269a)
= (K2/r)Ps ; y = (K2/r)PO ; 1 + 2 - Q/Ps ; (269b)
4LRs = rpp(P-Ps) /r r (269c)
pps r o s 2p p
Note that the term (Z/rrpp) plays the part of a in Section V. We linearize Eqs. 268
in P 1 and nl and obtain
dn1 /Y_
1-a P =Px (270a)
dt np r1 + np Y (270b)
dt-+ 4nl + appPI = + ap2 r pPIL + )- (270b)
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We have for the noise-source moments
(Kx) = 4~pR 2E 2 (l+Zp+PL) (271a)
(X2x2> = 4Rs[4(1E)2(++ L) +4 2 ( + s (27 lb)
(xlX2 ) = 4LRS[2E(l -E) (+ PL) 2E2 (+ )] (271 c)
Xppx = 2r ppQ - 2 rp 4(wPs +w= 4P)PP pq s 12P+w21
2 4 +s 41i (27 d)
= 4Rs y- +m 2 Q m
From Eqs. 265 we obtain
[x',XP]+)=- 2 [xXp]+) = -E4,R 2(r /r)
= -E4pR (rpp/r / (P/Q) (271e)
([l,Xp]_) = ([xz2,Xp]) = 0. (27 f)
The shot-noise source (271d) was obtained by means of a phenomenological collision
model in the thesis on which this report is based. The noise sources (271a-c), for
E = 1, are shot-noise sources associated with photon and population-inversion transfers
between the field system, the loss system, and the material system; for E < 1 they are
more difficult to interpret.
If we apply the techniques of Appendix A to Eqs. 270, we find
(1/R:) (nl(c)n 1 (-W)) = A+B (272)
where
A = (1/R2) Kxlx) = E2 4,L(1+m+PL) (273a)
B = (1/Rs)[app (Xll) +ap2 (Xp+x2)2 + 2 appan l(x 2+Xp))
np n Xpp np
P= r+4Z + 3m + + P )(Y/w + + - (Z73b)
~~~pP 2 L2m 2Q ZQ r
D(w) = [-m2+2s(y-)rpp]2 + ZrP + E )
= (2 +a2) (2+b 2 ) (274a)
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ab r + E 1 + E 8E (274b)
a, b = -rpp (274b)
ab = 2Erpp(y-) ; a + b = rpp E . (274c)
Since Re (a) and Re (b) are positive, we can use the formulas (232) and (235) to deduce
the correlation function (n l (t+T)n l (t) . Note that a and b can eventually become com-
plex, so that then the correlation function contains oscillatory factors.
We discuss also the case of a highly inverted material system. One neglects P_ with
respect to P+. If one assumes that the population of the levels that supply P+ does not
fluctuate, then we obtain
dt a+ 2E [ (K /r)P+] a+a = x1 (275a)
dt + 2 (1-E)+(K 2/r)P ]aa+ r+(P+-P+) X+ +-x 2 (275b)
with
+x+ = r+(P+P) ; [xX+]+ = ([Xz++ E4i R2(r+/r) (275c)
If one goes through the same type of analysis, one finds the result (272) in which A and
D are respectively obtained from (273a) and (274) by setting Pm - 0 and r - r+. The
m pp +
parameter B is now given by
B = E2r 24L 1+L)(Y/ )2+ -, r. (276)
This result was obtained by McCumber 9 for the case E = 1 and L = 0, by assuming the
equivalence of the rate equation and shot-noise model.
In general, the spectrum (272) can have maxima for w* 0. McCumber discusses such
cases in great detail. One should, of course, check that o near that maximum is much
smaller than (r+1±), otherwise this modified rate-equation model is no longer valid and
one has to go back to the general equations (260b). They would give rise to a spectrum
that is one order in 2 higher. If
r >> 2(y-W)1 + E (277)
then the spectrum (272) reduces to a Lorentzian with full bandwidth at half-power given by
4E(-L) + E (278)
and magnitude at zero frequency given by B/D(0). This magnitude is thus independent
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of E. The bandwidth is approximately proportional to E.
6. 6 CONCLUSIONS
We have considered a laser model in which there are no restrictions on the relative
magnitude of the "cold-cavity" bandwidth (2[L), the material bandwidth (r), and the decay
constants of the populations. We have obtained the operator noise-source formulation
for this laser model. We have shown that in the steady state "sufficiently" below thresh-
old solutions can be obtained with complete quantum accuracy. The solution "sufficiently"
above threshold is essentially a straightforward problem if one is willing to forego
complete quantum accuracy. The solution for the phase fluctuations is not involved
because it is independent of the population statistics. The solution for the intensity
fluctuations can become very involved. If its bandwidth is small compared with (r+[u),
they can be obtained from a "modified" rate equation and shot-noise model (Eqs. 223);
otherwise one has to work with the general equations (260b).
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VII. FIELDS IN THE LASER BEAM
Since measurements of the laser fields are not performed on the fields inside the
laser cavity (a-field), but on the fields in the beam outside the laser cavity (E-field), it
is important to calculate the moments of the fields in the laser beam. We shall summa-
rize here the results of Section VI of the thesis on which this report is based.
It is possible to describe the outside-space fields in terms of the modes of an arti-
ficially closed "outside-space cavity." These modes act on the field mode of the laser
cavity in the same way as the harmonic oscillators of the loss reservoir discussed in
Sections III-VI of this report. As soon as the solution for the field inside the cavity is
obtained, it is possible to solve for the amplitudes of the outside-space modes. We
obtained terms proportional to the a-field (amplitude of the inside-field mode) and term4
proportional to the loss noise source described in Sections III-VI. From these expres-
sions one can then calculate the Glauber functions of the fields in the laser beam, pro-
vided one is able to obtain expressions for the cross correlation functions between the
loss noise sources and the a-fields. We have shown for the laser model of Section V,
that if the temperature of the outside space is zero, the Glauber functions G 1 (E, T) and
G2 (E, T) of the fields in the laser beam are proportional to Gl(a, T) and G2 (a, T) of the
field inside the laser cavity.
We proved a free-field theorem: "If we artificially close a source-free part of space
with an artificial wall (with space-coordinates rs); if we consider space points r suffi-
ciently far from the wall, and time points t both in the past and the future of a reference
time 0, such that It < r-rs /c for all rs; then the e.m. fields in these space-
time points can be expanded in terms of the solenoidal modes of this artificial cavity;
the amplitudes are boson creation and annihilation operators that have the free-field
time dependence starting from the reference time 0. The whole range of t from past to
present is the time that a perturbation needs to travel from the observation point (r) to
the wall (rs) and back." If we thus specify the density matrix at t = 0 in the Hilbert
space of these amplitudes (e.g., by a Glauber p({a}) representation), then the field at
r is completely determined over the above-mentioned time range. Such a representa-
tion is, however, not necessarily the most convenient one (p({a}) is a multidimensional
function). We used, for instance, a representation in terms of the a-field and the loss
noise source. We showed for the laser of Section V that the fields in the laser beam
obeyed an implication of the free-field theorem, that is, the positive (negative) fre-
quency components of the field in the laser beam commute over the above-mentioned
time range.
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VIII. CONCLUSIONS
8.1 SUMMARY OF THE MAIN RESULTS
We have developed the "operator noise-source -technique" to solve the problem of
quantum noise in the laser oscillator. This quantum technique is formally analogous
to classical Langevin techniques. We have defined the characteristic Gaussian prop-
erty of moments of operators, and we have used this concept to extend the operator
noise-source technique to higher order moments.
In our laser models the field system is coupled to the material system; the field
system is also coupled to a field reservoir - the loss system; the material system is
also coupled to a material reservoir. The operator noise-source technique involves
essentially the elimination of the unknown variables of the reservoirs. We have treated
two different laser models. In the first model the material bandwidth and decay con-
stants of the populations are assumed to be much larger than the cold-cavity bandwidth;
this has allowed us to treat the material as a reservoir for the field. In the second
model no restrictions are put on the relative magnitude of these various decay con-
stants.
In the first model we have been able to obtain solutions with complete quantum accu-
racy. We have shown that in the steady state below threshold, the moments of normally
ordered products of the creation and annihilation operators of the field mode can be
derived from an equivalent classical field model that contains the familiar Gaussian
Ny'quist noise sources associated with linear loss and spontaneous emission. The
moments of the photon-number operator can be derived from an equivalent classical-
particle model by means of rate equations and shot noise. The rates were indentified as
spontaneous and stimulated emission and absorption into and out of the material system
and loss system. The analysis of this first model above threshold led to a proof of the
equivalence of a classical model, assumed by Haus,3 in which classical equations con-
tain noise sources that correctly predict the field moments below threshold. We obtained
small "saturation" and "quantum" corrections. These are too small to have been
detected experimentally.
In the second model we have been able to derive results for the steady state below
threshold, with complete quantum accuracy. We have shown that the moments of nor-
mally ordered products can be derived from a classical field model that contains the
familiar Gaussian Nyquist sources associated with a linear loss conductance, and a lin-
Ear, but frequency-dependent, gain conductance. We have shown that the moments of the
photon-number operator can be derived from a "modified" rate equation and shot-noise
model, provided the bandwidths of these moments are small compared with the sum of
the cold-cavity bandwidth and the material bandwidth. This model does not lead to com-
plete quantum accuracy if the time difference in the moments is smaller than the inverse
of that sum. Above threshold, we have first discussed the small influence of the
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commutators of some of the noise sources; we have then neglected these commutators,
and thus neglected "quantum" corrections, that is, no solution for the field commutator
can be obtained. We have obtained the phase fluctuations: for large material bandwidth,
they correspond exactly to results obtained for the first laser model. To obtain the solu-
tion for the intensity fluctuations, one has to solve a set of coupled linearized equations
of at least third-order (Eqs. 260b). If the bandwidth of the intensity fluctuations is
smaller than the sum of the bandwidths of the cold cavity and the material, then one can
obtain solutions by means of a "modified" rate equation and shot-noise model (Eqs. 223)
of at least second-order. We solved that model for two second-order cases. If the mate-
rial bandwidth is much larger than the cold-cavity bandwidth, then this "modified" rate-
equation model reduces to the rate-equation model used by McCumber. 9
8.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS BY OTHER AUTHORS
We shall first discuss the noise-source formulations, then the results obtained with
these formulations, and finally the results obtained with other quantum techniques.
The noise-source formulation for our first laser model was derived by us completely
independently. The form of the noise-source formulation of the interaction between a
many-level system and its reservoirs, which we needed for our second laser model, was
suggested to us by Lax,0 and by Haken and Weidlich.ll These authors essentially
assumed that the Langevin forces introduced by the reservoir have Diral delta-function
correlations. They did not eliminate the unknown reservoir parameters, but assumed
that the reservoir parameters were known. They called these assumptions the Markovian
assumption. We have tried to show that it is possible to adopt a reservoir model that
leads without approximations and in a completely consistent way to the results obtained
by these authors. Sauermannl2 has also given an exact derivation. His method is based
on a disentanglement theorem, but it is applicable only if the harmonic oscillators of the
reservoir are in the vacuum state. In this case it is possible to order the "x" and "s"
in Eq. C. 1 (Appendix C) in such a way that the only contribution to the average equation
comes from the "a-term" in Eq. C. 1. That is the reason for the success of his method.
All of the results for our first laser model have been derived independently. We
have retained complete quantum-mechanical consistency in that model, that is, we were
able to derive an expression for the field commutator. In our second model we have not
retained such quantum accuracy. We shall now discuss the results for the second model.
Lax1 3 has derived results for the field moments below threshold, and for the phase fluc-
tuations above threshold. He includes detuning effects. Otherwise our results agree with
his. Our contribution to the study of the steady state below threshold is the derivation
and discussion of the "modified" rate-equation approximation. We have also given an
equivalent circuit for the exact equations. For the phase fluctuations above threshold we
have discussed qualitatively the influence of the noise-source commutators. Hakenl4
obtained results for the intensity fluctuations above threshold for the case of a fourth-
order system, that is, a system described by a second-order differential equation for
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the field and by two variables for the material system (Eqs. 260b). We have discussed
qualitatively the influence of the noise-source commutators on the Glauber functions and
the photon-number correlation function. We have only mentioned results for second-
order systems, that is, systems in which the field is described by a "modified" rate
equation (Eqs. 223), and the material by one variable. We have concentrated on such
cases because we wanted to verify the results of McCumber.
McCumber 9 essentially assumed the "equivalence" of the rate equation and shot-noise
model. With the operator noise source formulation we have been able to prove the "equi-
valence" of his model if the material bandwidth is much larger than the cold-cavity band-
width and the bandwidth of the intensity fluctuations. If the cold-cavity bandwidth is of the
same order or larger than the material bandwidth, then the rate-equation model has to
be "modified." If the intensity-fluctuations bandwidth is not much smaller than the sum
of cold-cavity and material bandwidths, than the rate equations, modified or not, are no
longer valid.
16Korenmann extended the Green's function technique to the case of steady states that
are not the thermal equilibrium state, and applied this new technique to the laser oscil-
lator above threshold. It is clear that the standard Green's function technique is a
moment technique and not a noise-source technique. In a moment technique the equations
of motion of moments involving two times are essentially the same as for moments at a
single time, and different solutions result from different initial or boundary conditions.
We did not study Korenmann's technique sufficiently to be able to discuss its correspond-
ence with the noise-source techniques.
Scully and his co-workers derived a solution for the equations of motion of the den-
sity matrix. Since the phase fluctuations describe a moment involving two different
times, it is clear that Scully needed a moment technique to obtain his result for the
phase fluctuations.
We finally discuss our theory on the Gaussian character of moments of operators.
The only work that we have found which is related to this problem is by Glauber. 5 He
defines the Gaussian character of normally ordered moments of free fields by means of
a p(a) representation. Not that a p(a) representation is not sufficient to describe non-
free fields, that is, fields in the source. Our derivation is not limited to boson creation
and annihilation operators, to normally ordered products, and to free fields.
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APPENDIX A
Equations of Motion for Second-order Moments
Throughout this report we have given results for second-order moments. We shall
show the method by which these results were obtained. Consider the following equations
of motion for the operators u and v:
du(t+T)
dt + au(t+T) = nu(t+T) (A. 1)
dv(t)
dt + bv(t) = n(t), (A. 2)
where n(t) and nv(t) are noise-source operators with known moments. We cross-
multiply these equations and take expectation values
du(t+T (t)(t dv(t) du(t+T)
dt dt /+a (t+) dt + b dt v(t + ab<u(t+T)v(t)> = <n (t+T)n(t)>.
(A. 3)
We assume now that the noise sources are stationary and that the system is stable (a,
b> 0), so that the output reaches a steady state. We use the following notation in the
steady state:
4u (T) = <(t+T)V(t)> ; nv(T) = <nu(t+T)n(t)>. (A. 4)
These functions are independent of t. Therefore
u v(t dv(t(t)du(t+T) /du(t+T) dv(t)
uv dT vt,= dt = (t+T) d (A. 5)
~uv d dt dt (
/du(t+T) dv(t)\ du(t+T) dv(t)
uv(T)= dT dt / = dt6)
If we use (A. 5) and (A. 6) in (A. 3), we get
-UV (T) + (b-a) UV(T) + abuv() = nuv(T). (A. 7)
For reasons of simplicity, we now suppose that nuv(T) = A6(T). The roots of the char-
acteristic equation of (A. 7) are -a and b. For T > 0, we choose the decaying solution
B 1 exp(-aT); for T < 0, we choose the solution B2 exp(bT). Matching at the origin leads
to B 1 = B2 = A/(a+b); therefore,
,uv(T) = [A/(a+b)] exp(-aT), (T > 0)
quv(T) = [A/(a+b)] exp(bT), (T<0). (A. 8)
Under conditions (i) steady state, and (ii) correlation functions remaining finite for
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IT I - 00, we found a unique solution from (A. 1) and (A. 2). These solutions still hold in
the limiting case when either a or b goes to +0. If a and b are both zero, it is eas-
ier to integrate first (A. 1), (A. 2) and then take cross products.
This technique can also be formulated in frequency space. If we define
ET u(M) = u(t) exp(-iwt) dt ; (for T - oo) (A. 9)
T
UV (C) = %UV(T) exp(-iwT) dT ; (for T - o), (A. 10)
T
then (for T- oo)
< u(w)v(-u) > = (1/2T) dt ' 5 dt <u(t)v(t')> exp[-iw(t-t')]
T T
or
< u(w)v(-w) > = uv() (A. 1 )
Using Fourier transform techniques on Eqs. A. 1-A. 2, we find
u(w) = nu(w)/(+iw+a) ; v(-w) = nv(-w)/(-iw+b) (A. 12)
and thus using Eq. A. 11,
4u(') = nuv()/[w2-io(a-b)+ab]. (A. 13)uv nuv
Integration in complex space leads to (A. 8) if we close at T > 0 around pole (ia) and at
T < 0 around pole (-ib).
These techniques can be generalized to more complicated linear systems:
(dxl/dt) + a11xl + a12x2 = n1 (A. 14)
(dx2/dt) + a21x1 + aZZx2 = n2. (A. 15)
In time space we reduce these equations to equations of type (A. 1-A. 2), as was explained
in Section IV. In frequency space we immediately apply Fourier-transform techniques
to Eqs. A. 14-A. 15.
We finally mention that Eqs. A. 1-A. 2 can also be solved for the moments if we first
replace them by integral equations.
Note: If, for example, a = 0, then the solution for (4 uu(T) is not unique: it is deter-
mined apart from the constant puu(0). In Section V we encountered that difficulty for
4)BB. Although the actual value of wBB(0) as not important, we have nevertheless men-
tioned BB(O) = -1 if the steady-state density matrix of the field has a Glauber-p(a) rep-
resentation. From Eqs. 156 and 162 it follows that
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B = a exp(iO) - a+ exp(-iO),
B2 = a2 exp(2iO) + (a +)2 exp(-2iO) - (aa ++a+a). (A. 16)
Therefore, with a = a exp(-iO),
~BB(O) = p(a)[la12 +la1 2 -21a 2 - ] d2 a. (A. 17)
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APPENDIX B
Linearization Approximation
The results of Section V for G 1 and G2 contained quantum and saturation corrections
to the predictions of the S. L. theory. In both the S. L. theory and our theory one linear-
izes the Van der Pol equations (154-155) and consequently makes "linearization errors."
We want now to investigate the operating conditions under which our quantum and satur-
ation corrections are more important than the nonlinear corrections of the semiclassical
theory.
If we put the substitutions (177) into the semiclassical Van der Pol equations, we find
(Ro+R)(dO/dt) = n' (B. 1)
2 2 3(dRl/dt) + ZayR R + 3ayRoR + ayR3 = n' =x, (B. 2)
where R is given by Eq. 159, and n' and n' are independent Gaussian processes with
correlation functions equal to NS6(T) = A6(T). We set
a = 2 (y-±) = 2ayRo
b R (B. 3)2 o
In the S. L. theory one approximates Eqs. B. 1-B. 2 by
Ro(d/dt) = n (B. 3)S
(dR1/dt) + aR1 = nc = x, (B. 4)
with the result that R1 and 8 are independent Gaussian processes with
[eO(T)-O(o)]i2) = A T /R2 (B. 6)
<Ri(T)R 1 ( = (A/2a) e -a IT (B. 7)
We set
A/2a = R1. (B. 8)
Equation B. 1 is two-dimensional. We can evaluate the first-order influence of R 1 as
follows:
0(T) - 0(0) = 5 [R+Rl(t')]- n(t) dt'. (B. 9)
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We then set in the right-hand side of Eq. B. 9
(B. 10)
and use the properties of R1 as given by the S. L. theory (Gaussian, independent of ns).
We find immediately from Eq. B. 9
K[ O()-e(0)] 
AITI
2
o
[l-( /R2) ,
and conclude that the nonlinear corrections to the phase diffusion time constant is of
order (R\/R2) of the result of the S. L. theory.
Equation B. 2 is a one-dimensional nonlinear
Voltera-kernel method. 2 2 We set
equation that can be solved with the
R1 = Y + Y2 + Y3 + ...... = Alx X + A2x +3x3 '' (B. 12)
and find
Yn(t) = ,_
-.00
--o kn(T1 . .-rTn) x(t-T 1) . . . x(t-Tn) dTl ... drn, (B. 13)
where the first three (symmetric) kernels are given by
-aT 1
kl(T) = e
k2 (T1 , T2) = 3b[ea( 1 + 2)
2 r T3=bZ -a(,k3(T1,TZ,T3) = b 10 e
- e-aT(l)]
1+T 23)+ 2 e- a [ T ( 1 )+ T ( 2) - T ( 3 ) ]
- 12 e-a[T(1)+T(2)] -a[T(1)+(3)] 6-aT()
- 12  -6 +  ,
with T(1) > T(2) > (3) > 0.
RI (O)) = -3(R'/R.)
From Eqs. B. 13-B-14 we then find
(B. 15)
(R 1 (T)R 1 (O) = R1 -alT 1(3+l2alT ){-a T +6e-2alTI +O(R/ 2o
(B. 16)
= - RW /R 3 + (15/2) ealTI - 3 e aIT](R I(R 1()R 1 (O)) (B. 17)
We conclude from (B. 16) that the nonlinear corrections to the second-order moment of
R1 are of order (R/R2) of the result of the S. L. theory; we see that the first- andR 1 aref order R1/Ro
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(B. 11)
(B. 14)
I -
[R0 + ]- I ~R_ I[1(R 1/R 0)]
(R2/l:) + e
third-order moments are not zero but are of order RZ/R, (RZ/RO) R.
If we take into account the way in which these moments appear in the expression of
G2 , we find
(i) The first-order moment gives a DC correction to G 2 which is of order of R 1 ; this
is the basic reason why DC terms in Section V are theoretically meaningless (fortunately
they are experimentally unimportant).
(ii) The nonlinear corrections to the second-order moment and the third-order
-- 2
moment give a contribution to G2 or order (R) ), that is, of the same order as the
fourth-order moment of R 1 as given by the S. L. theory. (This is the reason why we
neglected that fourth-order moment.)
We can now compare the order of magnitude of the nonlinear corrections An1 =
(R,) 2 /RZ] with the quantum and saturation corrections (qs = 1) on the relative photon-
number fluctuations. We use the numbers of the Freed and Haus experiments. 4 Under
2 2
conditions of their measurement closest to threshold, we find for R 0 , R A qs'6 nl'
respectively, 10, 10, 1, and 1. For an operation point 10 times higher above thresh-
7 r t 10 , 1a-3bove thesh
old, we find for these variables 10 10 2, 1, and 10 . We conclude, therefore, that
over most of the range of the experiment the quantum and saturation corrections were
much more important than the nonlinear corrections.
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APPENDIX C
Transformation to Langevin Form
Throughout this report we have considered the interaction of a system with a reser-
voir. The system and reservoir are coupled at t = 0 and launched in independent initial
states. We have been able to express the reservoir variables at t in terms of the res-
ervoir variables at t = 0 and the system variables at t, so that the equations of motion
of an arbitrary system operator could be cast into the form
ds (t)
dt - sl(t)[xl(t)+al]. (C. 1)
The operator x l (t) depends explicitly on time but contains only reservoir operators
at t = 0, so that the properties of its moments can easily be determined from the initial
state of the reservoir. These operators x(t) will be called henceforth "reservoir forces."
The term containing the c-number al can represent the influence of the coupling of the
system variables among each other, or can have been introduced through the elimination
of the reservoir forces at t. Equation C. 1 is only a symbolical representation of the
equations of motion of the system variables. First, the right-hand side of (C. 1) repre-
sents a sum of terms of similar form; the x factors can eventually appear before the
s factors; the s factors associated with the a factors need not be the same as those
associated with the x factors. Second, for all operators s l (t) appearing on the right-
hand side of (C. 1), similar equations of motion exist, which will be denoted by dsl(t)/dt =
s 2(t)[x 2(t)+a 2]; the same holds true for s 2 (t), etc. We remind the reader that the equa-
tions of motion for the creation, annihilation, and photon-number operator of the field
mode in interaction with the loss system have been reduced to the form (C. 1) (see
especially section 4. 8). Also, the equations of motion of the transition operators of a
many-level system in interaction with its reservoir have been reduced to the form (C. 1)
(see section 6. 3). We mentioned in section 6. 4 that the combined system of field mode
and many-level systems of the laser, each interacting with its own reservoir, could be
reduced to the form (C. 1).
We shall now show that Eq. C. 1 can be transformed to the Langevin form
Dso(t)
Dt = Ao(t) + Fo(t), (C. 2)
where A(t) contains only system operators, Fo(t)) = 0, and Dt will be defined sub-
sequently. We want, then, to investigate the properties of the "drift" term Ao(t) and of
the second-order moments of the "Langevin forces" Fo(t).
We put the following set of sufficient conditions on the reservoir forces, x(t), and on
the c-numbers, a. (i) All odd-order moments of the reservoir forces are zero; (ii) The
second-order moments of the reservoir forces are proportional to a symmetric Dirac
delta function with width TR, that is,
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fxi(t)xj(t') = wij6(t-t') (C. 3)
6(t) dt =& 6(t) dt = 2. (C. 4)
R
The time duration TR is thus of order of the correlation time of the reservoir forces.
(iii) All nth-order moments are of order of the nt h power of the second-order moments.
(iv) The reservoir forces at two different times, t and t', are independent of each other
for t-t' > T R. (v) The constant c-numbers, w, a, and TR, are all sufficiently small
so that a time duration Dt can be found such that
s(t)x(t)) R TR << (w or a) Ks(t)) R Dt < s(t)) R (C. 5)
In order to make the notation somewhat simpler, we shall assume that the ratios of
the left-hand sides to the right-hand sides of each of the two inequalities in (C. 5) is of
the order of the ratio of wDt to 1.
We shall discuss, first, the qualitative meaning of (C. 5). Note that some of the con-
stants a can depend on the coupling of the system variables among each other; the con-
dition (C. 5) shows, then, that this coupling has to be sufficiently weak; it requires, in
general, that natural time dependences have been eliminated from Eq. C. 1. Aside from
this remark, assumptions (i-v) clearly involve only the reservoir and the strength of its
coupling to the system, since the c-numbers TR, w and the other constants a depend only
on the reservoir and the strength of its coupling to the system. The only approximations
that will be made here will involve: (a) neglecting "overlapping" effects, that is,
neglecting terms of the form of the left-hand side of the first inequality in (C. 5) with
respect to the right-hand side of that inequality; (b) neglecting "higher order" effects,
that is, neglecting terms of the form of the left-hand side of the second inequality in
(C. 5) with respect to the right-hand side of that inequality. These approximation errors
can thus be made arbitrarily small if the reservoir is chosen in such a way that TR is
sufficiently small and if its coupling to the system is chosen to be sufficiently weak so
that w or a are sufficiently small. We consider this statement to be equivalent to saying
that the subsequent proofs are complete and consistent or "exact." Note that we shall
not calculate <s(t)x(t) >R in this appendix, but it is possible to show that it is smaller
or equal to (w or a) s(t))R, so that the inequalities (C. 5) can be replaced, in
fact, by
TR << Dt << (w or a) (C. 5)
This condition on Dt is equivalent to the condition used by Wangness and Block.2 3
From Eq. C. 1, it follows through integration and iteration that
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So(t+Dt) - So(t) 1 5 t+Dt
Dt t Jt dtl sl(tl)[x(tl)+al ]
1 ft+Dt t+Dt It
Dtt dt s(t)[xl(tl)+al] + dt 1 dt2 2(t)s(t +a)+al]
+00 t+Dt t
+ X ,+Dt dt 1 ... dtn sn(t)[n(tn)+an]... [(tl)+a]} (C. 6)
n=3 t
where t + Dt tl1 >t2 ... > tn
THEOREM 1. The reservoir forces x(t') are independent of the system operators
s(t) for t' t + rR.
Proof. From the integration of Eq. C. 1, it follows that any system operator at t
can be expressed in terms of the system operators at time 0 and reservoir forces at
times smaller or equal to t. Since system and reservoir are launched in independent
states at t = 0, so that the reservoir forces, which depend only explicitly on time, are
at all times independent of the system operators at t = 0; thus the theorem follows
immediately from assumption (iv).
THEOREM 2. The equation of motion of a system operator, averaged over the reser-
voir, can be found from the a-terms in the first-order term of the perturbation expansion
(C. 6) and from the xx-terms of the second-order term of this perturbation expansion,
that is,
KDs(< t+Dt st
=t al ds1 (t)) (S(tRDt dt 1 dt2 x2(t2)xl(tl)
a W21' (C. 7)
= a1 sl(t)) + Ks2(t)) w (C. 7)
Other contributions can be neglected insofar as assumption (v) is fulfilled.
Proof. Since the reservoir forces that appear in (C. 6) have time arguments that are
later or equal to t, these reservoir forces are independent of the system operators that
appear in (C. 6) and have time argument t, except in the range t, t + T R. The integrations
over this interval give rise to a term of the form (Dt) -l[exp(s(t)x(t)TR)-1l] , which can
thus be neglected with respect to the other contributions, which we shall now show to be
those given in (C. 7). For the integration over the remaining range we can use the inde-
pendence property. All odd-order x-terms give no contribution because of assumption
(i). The second-order a-terms and all higher than second-order x-, a- and xa- terms give
contributions of order (w or a)2Dt because of assumption (iii). These contributions can
thus be neglected according to assumption (v). The remaining terms, that is, the a-term
of the first-order term of the perturbation expansion and the xx-term of the second-order
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term of the perturbation expansion, give the contribution calculated in (C. 7). The result
(C. 7) is thus correct, except for terms of order (w or a) 2 Dt <s(t) >R and <s(t)x(t) >R TR/Dt.
According to the notation adopted after (C. 5), we should thus multiply the right-hand side
of (C. 7) by the factor [1+0(wDt)] to have the correct result. Q. E. D.
We set
Ds (t)
Dt = Ao(t)+ F(t), (C. 8)
where Ao(t) is defined by
Ao(t) = asl(t) + 2 w 2 1 s2 (t), (C. 9)
so that
Fo(t) = [-AOt +Dt dt 1 Sl(t)xl(tl ) + t dt1 s 1 (t) a1
Dt t+ dt dt Sn(t)[Xn(tn)+n] ... [xl(tl)+al] (C. 10)
n=2
(Fo(t) = 0. (C. 11)
Note that we have just proved that (C. 11) has, in fact, a correction term of order
w <s(t) >Dt, because of overlapping and higher order effects. If we neglect that cor-
rection term, then the averaged equation of motion becomes a first-order differential
equation for the system, that is, it becomes Markovian for first-order moments. In
order to simplify notation, we shall denote the three brackets in (C. 10) by 0, 1, and 2,
respectively.
THEOREM 3. The Langevin force Fo(t') at a later time is uncorrelated to any system
operator at an earlier time (or to any function C of that system operator), that is,
(C[s(t)]Fo(t')R = 0 if t t. (C. 12)
Proof. If we neglect first overlapping effects, then all reservoir forces in Fo(t') are
independent of the system operators in C[s(t)] Fo(t'), so that we can average inde-
pendently over these reservoir forces. This averaging in [l(t')] gives rise to a zero
coefficient, and this averaging in [2(t')], according to Theorem 2, gives rise to coef-
ficients that cancel to order w2 Dt those present in [0(t')]. This proves Theorem 3. It is
easy to show that overlapping effects and higher-order effects give rise to a correction
term of order 0(w 2Dt <C[s(t)]s(t') >).
THEOREM 4. The second-order moments of the Langevin forces are proportional
to Dirac delta functions with width Dt, and the proportionality constants can be found
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from cross-multiplying the x-terms in the first-order term of the perturbation expansion
(C. 6) and treating the system operators that appear in these terms as independent of the
reservoir forces, that is,
KF (t)Fo,(t')) Ks1 (t)sl (t)) R L i ^'t
= K(· t) 
t+Dt
dtl
(t)) w 1 ,D(t-t')-
dt x (t )~XI(t'l))2 D (t-t')
(C. 13)
D(t-t') is described in Fig. 12.
tion (v) is fulfilled.
Other contributions may be neglected insofar as assump-
I D(t-t')
D
Dt
t'
Dt Dt
Fig. 12. Dirac delta function describing second-order moments of Langevin forces.
Proof. We consider first the case t' - t > Dt. We have
F (t)F (tf)R = Fo(t)(0+21 + (F(t)(l'))R .
If we first neglect overlapping effects, then all reservoir forces in F' (t') are inde-
pendent of all system operators and of all other reservoir forces in Fo(t) F'(t'), so that
we can average independently the reservoir forces in F' (t'). This averaging in (1') gives
o
rise to a zero coefficient, and this averaging in (2') gives rise to coefficients that cancel
those in (0') to order w ZDt. The result (C. 13) for t' - t > Dt is thus correct to order
F (t)sl (t)xi(t )R (TR/Dt) (Fo(t(ts(t)w2Dt 0(w2 Dt Kws(t)s'(t?')))
It is hard to evaluate the left-hand side of this expression exactly because s'(t') is
not independent of the reservoir forces present in Fo(t), so that we can no longer aver-
age independently over these reservoir forces. In order to obtain an estimate of the mag-
nitude of this left-hand side, we have neglected this correlation effect, but, in turn, have
no longer counted on the exact cancellation of (0) and (2) in Fo(t). We obtain, then, the
expression at the right-hand side of the expression above, after having used the
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notation adopted after (C. 5).
We consider, second, the case t' = t. If we neglect the overlapping effects, we can
again average independently over the reservoir forces, but now the reservoir forces in
Fo(t) and Fo(t) are not independent of each other, so that this averaging does not give
rise to coefficients that all cancel. We have
(F(t)F(t)) = K(0+l+2)(O'+1'+2')R
= K(1)(1)+(1)(2,)+(Z)(1+2,)-(0)(0))R.
The first term is given by (C. 13) for t = t'. The other terms and the overlapping effects
can easily be shown to be of order w2 <ss' >R
We consider, third, the case in which t' lies in the range t, t + Dt. We first expand
the system operators at t' in terms of the system operator at t by means of the pertur-
bation expansion (C. 6). It is straightforward to show that the main contribution is given
by
( 1tt+Dt t+Dt
Ks (t) s (t)) - dt 1 5 dt V,t Jt'
which is calculated in (C. 13) for t' in the range t, t + Dt. Other contributions are of
order w 2 <ss' >.
We can finally consider the same three cases with t > t', and we obtain the same
results.
Thus we have the following result
<Fo(tFo(t)) = (C. 13) + 0(w<s'(t)s'(t) >R) for It-t' Dt
= (C. 13) + O(w 2Dt<ws(t)s(t')>R), for t-t' >Dt.
If we integrate this result over t' [noting that f <ws(t)s'(t') >R dt' - <s(t)s'(t) >R]' we see
that both correction terms relate to the result (C. 13) in the ratio wDt to 1. These cor-
rection terms can thus be neglected according to assumption (v).
C. 1 CONCLUSIONS
In sections 3. 2 and 6. 3, we eliminated reservoir variables at t in terms of reservoir
variables at t= 0 and system variables at t. We obtained equations of motion of the type
(C. 1). Since the reservoir forces then depend only explicitly on time, we can easily
verify the fact that the reservoir forces of sections 3. 2 and 6. 3 obey assumptions (i) to
(iv). If we choose Dt so that the inequalities in (C. 5) have the same order-of-magnitude
meaning, then we have obtained here results that are correct in the ratio wDt to 1. If
we use the form (C. 5) of assumption (v), this ratio is (TRw)1/ to 1. The errors are
caused by "overlapping" and "higher order" effects. If this ratio is small, we have
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shown that (i) the equation of motion for a first-order system moment is Markovian;
(ii) the second-order moments of the Langevin forces are proportional to a Dirac func-
tion with width Dt, and Langevin forces at later times are uncorrelated to system opera-
tors at earlier times (Lax 1 0 shows by means of his moment methods that these properties
are equivalent to the Markovian character of second-order system moments);' (iii) the
average equation of motion and the second-order moments of the Langevin forces can be
obtained from a second-order perturbation expansion in which one treats the system
operators as independent of the reservoir forces. The results of this Appendix, espe-
cially Theorems 2 and 4 can now be applied to specific cases. This was done in sections
4. 8 and 6. 3.
Lax 0 showed that if one assumed property (ii), one can derive a fluctuation-dissipation
theorem without approximations. Since we have proved this property (ii), we must
necessarily obtain the same fluctuation-dissipation theorem as Lax. (This theorem was
discussed in section 6. 3.)
We mention, finally, that the assumption (ii) can be modified, that is, we can drop
the requirement of symmetry of the Dirac delta functions of Eqs. C. 3 and C. 4, and work
instead with the u-functions defined in Eqs. 33. We see immediately from the first
expressions for (C. 7) and (C. 13) that the average equation will contain frequency shifts
(complex coefficients), but the second-order moments of the Langevin forces will only
contain real coefficients.
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APPENDIX D
Loaded LC Circuit
Throughout this report equivalent classical circuits based on a loaded LC circuit have
been discussed. Since we always worked in a normalization in which energy was
I
V
Fig. 13. Loaded LC circuit driven
by noise current.
expressed in units of hwo, it is useful to repeat these derivations without this normal-
ization.
The loaded LC circuit of Fig. 13 is described by the equations
dI
L -V (D. 1)dt
C + GV - I = i . (D. 2)dt n
We set
O0 = (LC)1/ (D. 3)
V = (lo / ZC) / i(a-a+ ) I = (ho/ZL) 1/2 (a+a+).
Equations D. 3 and D. 4 imply that the energy in the LC circuit is given by
1 LI 2 + CV 2 = hi.oa+a.
2 2 o
If we substitute Eqs. D. 4 in Eqs. D. 1 and D. 2, we find
da = -icoa - (G/2C)(a-a +) - i(2roC) - 1 / 2 i
dt = n
da ia +dt = ioa+ - (G/2C)(a-a) + i(2ioC)-l/2 i
We set
+ i t
i = i (t) en n
-ia t
a = a(t) e
-i ot
+ in(t) e
ix t
; a+(t) e o
If we now assume that the loaded LC circuit has a high Q and i (t) and in(t) contain
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(D. 4)
(D. 5)
(D. 6)
(D. 7)
(D. 8)
(D. 9)
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only time variations that vary slowly compared with exp(±iwt), then we can neglect the
double frequency drives in (D. 6) and (D. 7). We obtain for the equations of motion for
the new slowly time-variant variables
da(t) da+ (t)
dt + ga(t)= x (t) ; dt + ga (t) = x (t), (D. 10)
where
g = (G/2C)
x (t) = -i(2hoC)1/2 in(t) x+(t) = i(2hooC) -1/ i(t). (D. 11)
We shall eventually use time-domain and frequency-domain notation. Spectra and
correlations functions are related by
(U(t+T)v(t)) = , (u(c)v(-_)) eiCT d
-+00O
(UMv(-a·))~ = 1j" Ku(t+T)V(t) e-WT dT. (D. 12)
If spectra are said to be "frequency-independent," this will mean that they are
frequency-independent over a range around = 0, that is, very large compared with the
various relaxation constants, but very small compared with o. We shall then denote
these spectra by <uv>. The variables in both domains can be converted to each other by
du(t)
u(t) -u() ; dt -iwu(c). (D. 13)
We shall now summarize the various cases in which this equivalent circuit has been
applied.
1. Laser Oscillator below Threshold: Model 1. In sections 4. 7 and 4. 8 it was shown
that the Glauber functions (that is, moments of normally ordered products of the creation
and annihilation operators of the field mode) can be derived from the equivalent loaded
LC circuit. In this case, g consists of a loss conductance and gain conductance, and
with each of these are associated independent Gaussian noise sources with zero mean.
Thus
g = -
x (t) = xL(t) + xm(t); and complex conjugate. (D. 14)
The only second-order moments different from zero have "frequency-independent"
spectra
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(LXLX = xLX = 2 PL'
<x+m m) = K X> 2yc(1+m). (D. 15)
2. Laser Oscillator below Threshold: Model 2. In section 6. 5. 1 it was shown that
the Glauber functions could be derived from the loaded LC circuit. In this case, g con-
sists of a loss conductance and a frequency-dependent gain conductance. With each of
these are associated independent Gaussian noise sources with zero mean. In the fre-
quency domain, we have
r
g(w) = ~ iw + r Y
(D. 16)
x ( L) = X (i) + r + r Xm() ; and complex conjugate,
where 2r is the bandwidth of material, and L, x m are given by (D. 15). Note that spec-
trum of the noise source associated with the frequency-dependent gain conductance is
given by
x () r Xm(-) = 2(l+ ) (D. 17)
Note also that (D. 10) can now be written in time-space as
d 2a(t) da(t)
2 + (r+) dt + r(p-y) a= (dt + r) xL(t) + rxm(t); and complex conjugatedtL
(D. 18)
3. Laser Oscillator above Threshold: Model 1. The equivalent circuit for this case
was discussed in section 5. 5. We set
g = p - y + aya +a ; x (t) = xL(t) + xm(t); and complex conjugate. (D. 19)
Equations D. 1 then become nonlinear. Sufficiently above threshold one can linearize by
setting
a(t) = [Rs+Rl(t)] e- i (t) ; a+(t) = [R+Rl(t)] ei 0 (t), (D. 20)
where R is given by the semiclassical steady-state condition
2
y - ayR = Ll. (D. 21)
In the S. L. theory developed by Haus 3 one assumes
(X+mxm) = r Z(l+p ) ; (x+L = 2 pL (D. 22)
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One could just as well have set
x + x = 2( + ps 2y(++ P ) + xL4 2 ( + L) (D. 23)
For the noise sources,
n = (1/2i)(xei-x+e ) ; n = (1/)(xei+x+e ), (D. 24)
s c
which are the important noise sources that enter into the solution for the phase noise and
amplitude noise. We obtain
nsns) = ncnc) = Ns ; (ncns)= 
s =(2+pm) + .1(2+ PL) = 1( pm+ 2+PL) = (l+Ps+PL)' (D. 25)
If we want to rederive the Glauber functions, including the quantum and saturation
corrections, we have to set
(nsns =N s ; (nns)= 
Kncnc) = (+ pm) 1 - 4 ) + (+ L) (D. 2 6)
If we want to rederive the correlation function of the photon number operator, we drop
the last term of (D. 26). This is then equivalent to
<x+ x- = 2(y-ayR) (2+ Pm) = 2)(( + s
(X+ e-i0) = (xmei0)2) = -2ayR(--+ m) = -2y-)(-+ P)(/). (D. 27)
The importance of these correction terms has been discussed in Section V. We shall
refer to them in Case 4.
4. Laser Oscillator above Threshold. This case was discussed in Section VI. We
showed how to derive the phase fluctuations and the correlation function of the photon-
number operator. The quantum corrections on the second-order Glauber functions were
only discussed qualitatively. Apart from these quantum corrections, we can rederive
these correlation functions from the loaded LC circuit, provided we set
2 o)=~-(I' - - - rg(co) = 1 - (K2/r) P(t) r ; x (o) = XL( ) + Xm(C ) io + r
(D. 28)
d2a(t) da(t) 2 
dt2 + (r+) dt + r Kr a (t) d (t) t + r (D.29)
dt 2 (d+
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The variable P(t) obeys a set of rate equations described by Eq. 222 and Eqs. 223c,
with all variables now c-numbers. We linearize all of these equations by setting
a(t) = [Rs+Rl(t)] ei(t) ; a+(t) = [Rs+Rl(t)] eio(t);
P = Ps + P1 (t) ; Q = Qs + Q1 (t); etc., (D. 30)
where
(D. 31)
= (K2/r)Ps ; 4 Rs -rppPs + rpqQs + Rp; (D. 3
and obtain Eqs. 260, with all variables now c-numbers, so that, in particular, all noise
sources commute. The noise source x± should be understood as xL + xm in these equa-
tions. All noise sources are Gaussian and have zero mean. The noise sources Xp, XQ,
etc. are shot-noise sources;their second-order moments are given in Eqs. 225. They
are independent of xL but not of x . In particular,
Cxme +X i me ,Xp = -4R (r pq/r). (D. 32)
Similar anticommutators for XQ, Xkk can easily be found from Eqs. 225. We finally
+ -+
mention that if one calculates moments involving the noise sources of the type x a + x a
or x+ e + x e, one should consider a and exp(±i0) as independent of x 
The solution of this set of coupled equations can become very involved. We have only
solved them in Section VI for the special case in which the bandwidth of the intensity fluc-
tuations is small compared with (r+L), (so that the equations can be transformed to
t"modified" rate equations) and the material system consists of two-level systems or of
highly inverted systems. McCumber has used the additional condition E = r/(r+pL) = 1
and neglected the correlation between X+ and xm. We have mentioned in Section VI that
in the limiting case
ir =r = T - 1 >>L
2 pp
Case 4 reduces to Case 3, except, of course, for the quantum corrections. The satu-
ration corrections of Case 3 are introduced in Case 4 through the influence of noise
sources in the equations for P, Q, etc., and especially through the correlation of these
noise sources with the noise sources x$ and x± .
L m
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